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THE DIAL
DAVID BERGER
DEDICATION
SLOW TO SPEAK, QUICK TO HEAR-
ALWAYS PRESENT FOR OUR EVERY
NEED-
AS A PERSON, HE HAS OUR
ADMIRATION—
AS A TEACHER, HE HAS OUR TRUST
—AS AN ARTIST, WE CAN BE
PROUD OF HIM
AND AS OUR ADVISOR, HE HAS
OUR APPRECIATION.
PRESIDENT O'CONNOR
A gentle word of encouragement — a smile to brighten the darkest
day — a voice that demands attention — a bit of poetry to suit any
occasion — these phrases unmistakably describe Martin F. O'Connor,
our beloved president and understanding friend. His wisdom and fore-
sight have guided us for four years.
Now, as we reach the end of our journey, we want to express our
sincere thanks, and pause to say, "We will never forget you, President
O'Connor."
DEAN LARNED
A keen and alert mind which offers a
friendly suggestion and a solution to your
problem. Miss Larned symbolizes in our
minds, all the attributes of a perfect dean.
For all things you have done, great or
small, to help us during our four years at
Framingham, we now give you our special
and heartfelt thanks.
STHE WARM SUN GREETS A NEW DAY AND A GENTLE
BREEZE RUNS THROUGH THE PINE TREES. A PERFECT
MORNING FOR A LEISURELY WALK. WHY NOT COME
WITH ME? I HAVE WALKED THIS WAY AGAIN AND AGAIN
YET EACH TIME I NOTICE SOMETHING NEW, SOMETHING
MORE IMPRESSIVE. THIS IS WHY I ASK YOU TODAY TO
COME ALONG WITH ME. TOGETHER WE WILL STROLL TO
THOSE FAMILIAR PLACES AND PERHAPS DISCOVER SOME-
THING UNFAMILIAR, SOMETHING WE HAVE NEVER
KNOWN, SOMETHING WE HAVE NEVER APPRECIATED,
SOMETHING WE HAVE NEVER QUITE UNDERSTOOD.
DO YOU SEE THE TWO BRICK POSTS FRAMING THE
WALK STRETCHING FROM THEM? WE WILL START HERE
THROUGH THE GATEPOST AND ALONG THE CURVING
PATH WHERE THE PINE-TREE SHADOWS PAINT PICTURES
IN TEXTURES.
HENRY WHITTEMORE GATE
WELLS HALL
WELLS HALL, THE FIRST BUILDING WE
PASS, HOUSES MANY AN ART OR GYM
CLASS AND BECOMES ALIVE WITH THE
ACTIVITY TAKING PLACE INSIDE ITS
DOORS. HAVE YOU EVER WALKED
FROM THE GYMNASIUM ON ITS LOWER
FLOOR TO A PENMANSHIP CLASS ON
ITS HIGHEST FLOOR? WE HELD OUR
SENIOR CLASS MEETINGS HERE IN THE
CHEMISTRY LECTURE ROOM.
GRACE V. CONLEY
B.S., Boston University
M.Ed., Boston University
Instructor in Physical Education
and Speech
430 Commonwealth Avenue,
Newton Center
BERNICE W. TAYLOR
B.S. in Ed., Teachers College,
Columbia University
M.A., Teachers College, Columbia
University
A.M., Boston University Graduate
School
Assistant Professor, Physical
Education
29 Long Avenue, Framingham
ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
President
Eleanor Craig
Vice President
Barbara Lindstol
Secretary
Jeanne Leahy
Treasurer
Olga Zaruba
Publicity Manager
Joan Kelliher
Adviser
Miss Conley
E. Craig, B. Lindstol, J. Leahy, O. Zaruba, J. Kelliher, T. Kirby, E. McGrail.
A "live-wire" club sponsoring many activities . . .
A Jamboree to help make the freshmen feel at
home . . . Frateaco Weekend — a talent show and
rally — hockey, basketball and volleyball games —
a tea in Crocker for the deserving teams — turkey
banquet in Peirce Hall — informal dance in the
Students' Room — one marvelous weekend nobody
misses . . . Stunt Night — one howl after another
— but stiff competition — what wonderful sports
our faculty are ... A hike in April! ... A club that
is bubbling with Framingham spirit.
Frateaco Weekend
MODERN DANCE GROUP
Vivid interpretations in rhythm . . . graceful, dynamic, spectacular .
exercise, practice . . . The perfect modern dance assembly.
. rehearsals,
ELEANOR F. CHASE
B.S., University of Massachusetts
M.S., University of Massachusetts
Ph.D., Columbia University
Assistant Professor of Chemistry
45 Highland Street, Amesbury
STUART B. FOSTER
B.S., Massachusettt Agricultural
College
M.A., Columbia University
Ph.D., Columbia University
Professor of Chemistry and
Nutrition
I Maynard Road, Framingham
DEBORAH M. RUSSELL
B.S., Columbia University
M.A., Columbia University
Assistant Professor, Chemistry,
Nutrition
Framingham Center
CHEMISTRY LAB
PHYSICS LAB
Represents the honor system
motes honesty.
SCIENCE COUNCIL
— students will not give or receive aid during an examination — pro-
J. Burke, Dr. Haertl, Dr. Foster, B. Menten, S. Bellows, D. Keaveney, E. Miller.
SCIENCE COUNCIL
President
Ethel Miller
Vice President
Beth Menten
Secretary
Nancy Keirans
Adviser
Dr. Foster
Dr. Heartl
THROUGH AN ARCHWAY DECORATED BY GNARLED
AND TWISTED VINES WE ENTER MAY HALL, THE IVY
COVERED BUILDING WHICH IS THE CENTER OF THE
HOME ECONOMICS WORK ON OUR CAMPUS. HERE
IN OUR AUDITORIUM WE ATTENDED UNFORGETABLE
CHAPELS, PLAYS, ASSEMBLIES.
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MAY HALL
MAY C. TURNER
B.S., Columbia Teachers College
M.A., Columbia Teachers College
Head of Home Economics
Department
Professor, Home Economics
Education
75 Maynard Road, Framingham
B.S., Simmons College
M.A., Columbia University
Assistant Professor of Foods
I67A High Street, Springfield
MARY L. O'CONNOR
B.S. in Ed., Framingham State
Teachers College
M.A., Columbia University
Instructor, Foods
46 Burncoat Street, Worcester
ANNA M. BILLA
B.S. in Ed., Framingham State
Teachers Coliege
M.A., Teachers College, Columbia
University
instructor in Clothing and Textiles
39 Eutaw Street, Lawrence
FASHION SHOW
HOME ECONOMICS CLUB
A friendly welcome for the freshmen when they
arrive at the dormitories in September . . . The
annual Fashion Show in October — new styles —
attractive models . . . Conferences at other cam-
puses . . . International Night — foreign students
on our campus — a stimulating evening . . . An
industrious, professional club.
R. Counihan, M. Wilkinson, P. Charest, Miss Billa, B. Menten, H. Sasso, E. Loud, L. Tavares,
J. Daigneault, B. Skinner, N. Scholes.
President
Elizabeth Skinner
Vice President
Beth Menten
Secretary
Betty Jo Anderson
Treasurer
Barbara Kelley
Program Chairman
Eleanor Loud
State Representative
Helen Sasso
Adviser
Miss Billa
ft a
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MURIEL C. BUCKLEY
B.S., Teachers College, Columbia
University
M.Ed., Cornell University
Assistant Professor in Clothing
and Clothing Economics
I I Orchard Street, Belmont
MARION M. MacDONALD
B.S., Boston University
M.A., Boston University
Instructor, Clothing, Fabrics
82 Rosewood Street, Mattapan
MADELINE E. MONROE
B.S. in Ed., Framingham State
Teachers College
M.A., Columbia University
Assistant Professor, Clothing,
Supervision Practice Teaching
GLADYS F. PRATT
A.A., Mount Holyoke College
M.A., University of Illinois
Librarian
Assistant Professor, Children's
Literature, Library Methods
25 Jewett Lane, South Hadley
President
Catherine Higgins
Vice President
Louise Tavares
Secretary
Kathleen Maquire
Treasurer
Barbara Taylor
Adviser— Miss Pratt
HILLTOP PLAYERS
The enthusiastic Hilltop Players make dramatic
activities an integral part of life on the hill ... In
November a one-act play . . . An impressive Christ-
mas chapel by the choral speaking group . . . The
highlight of the year's activities, the spring produc-
tion — rehearsals, and more rehearsals — finally
the two big nights. . . . Member of the Delta Psi
Omega dramatic fraternity.
"Goodbye, My Fancy"
L. Tavares, Miss
Maguire, B. Taylor.
Pratt, C. HIggms, K.
FACULTY
STUNT NIGHT
First comes the job of writing a script, original
and numerous. Then rehearsals, long and secretive
— Censorship, cut this and add that — Last minute
plans — costumes, music, props. On Friday night
we see the finished production — the judges go
into conference — Did we win? . . . The winners
are proud, the audience amused — It was so much
fun — As far as we are concerned the faculty stole
the show.
STUNT NIGHT CHAIRMEN
Senior
Constance Larkin
Dorothy Joyce
Junior
Claire MacDonald
Sophomore
Marie Denn
Freshman
Norma Quimby
Carol LeBlanc
SENIOR
SOPHOMORE
FRESHMEN
DWIGHT HALL STANDS FORMALLY AT THE FAR END OF
THE CIRCULAR DRIVEWAY. ITS IVY-COVERED WALLS EN-
CLOSE THE ADMINISTRATION OFFICE, THE MANY CLASS-
ROOMS, THE LIBRARY.
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DWIGHT HALL
THE OFFICE STAFF
MRS. RUTH DASSONI
Junior Clerk, Stenographer
103 Pearl Street, Framingham
MRS. MABEL BUCKLEY
Junior Clerk, Typist
43 Concord Street, Ashland
Miss Stimson, Mrs. Buckley, Mrs. Corson, Mrs. Grc
MRS. CHARLOTTE CORSON
Secretary to the President
62 Fisher Street, Natick
MRS. HELEN GROWS
Treasurer
561 Franklin Street, Framingham
JOHN F. BOWLER
A.B., Boston College
M.Ed., Fitchburg State Teachers
College
Ed.D., Harvard Graduate School
of Education
Registrar; Assistant Professor of
Social Sciences
273 Union Avenue, Framingham
President
Nancy Cooney
1st Vice President
Audrey Shepherd
2nd Vice President
Joan Moynihan
Secretary
Anne Volk
Treasurer
Jane Hayward
N.S.A. Delegate
Cay Desmond
Adviser
Miss Riley
A. Shepherd, N. Cooney, J. Moynihan
STUDENT CO-OPERATIVE ASSOCIATION
Representatives from all classes and clubs — weekly board meetings — monthly council meetings
the intermediator of faculty and students — encourages responsibility in self-government.
A. Elbery, I. Dutch, K. Desmond, M. Elison, B. Savage, A. Flaherty, P. Grogan, P. Driscoll, V. Grady, Dr. O'Connor,
Dean Lamed, Miss Riley, C. Higgins, M. E. Collins, N. Rose, J. Fellcer, B. Skinner, J. Daignault, D. Adams, Dr. Chase,
A. Mansfield, A. Carter, J. Haywood, J. Moynihan, N. Coony, A. Shepherd, A. Voile, A. Bergman, E. Craig, A.
Haveles, A. Niro.
THE JUDICIARY BOARD
Rules and regulations . . . Impartial hear-
ings . . . Justice for all.
A. Carter, V. Grady, A. Flaherty, B. Savage, A. Elbery, Dean Lamed, P. Driscoll, C. Higgins,
A. Bergman, J. Felker, J. Moynihan, E. Craig, J. Daignault.
N. Carroll, S. Hughes, A. Shepherd,
M. Butler, B. Lindstol.
CLASS AND
CLUB COUNCIL
In our lingo it is called the
C. C. C. The three "C's" — be-
lieving in the power of "commit-
tee," "club," and "co-operation"
— consists of the presidents of
classes and clubs, the Dial editor,
the Gatepost editor, and a faculty
advisor. They are the part of our
Student Co-operative Association
which plans with the Faculty-Stu-
dent Activities Committee the
calendar of college activities, and
organizes the voting procedures of
our classes and clubs.
THE MART
Our shopping center — not room enough for all . . . Profit to Student Co-operative Building Fund
Twenty-six co-operative workers . . . Gifts and cards for all occasions — school and art supplies.
A. Daopoulos, S. Herman, A. Shepherd, O. Callendar, K. Ramsdell, E. Elbery, B. Stanton, E. Ryan, A. Haveles, A. Mansfield,
J. Jacobs, P. Strong, C. Grund, E. McGrail, A. Blakeloclc, K. Nuhn, K. Morrison, E. Andelman, C. Nelson.
MIRIAM A. RILEY
A.B., Emmanuel College
M.A., Boston University
Assistant Professor, History,
Civics
591 Wilder Street, Lowell
K. Desmond.
The Student Government Dance
UNITED STATES NATIONAL STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
N. S. A. is an organization of college student bodies, represented
through their student governments. Today N. S. A. stands as the
most important link among campuses all over this country, and ex-
tends out to many other countries. Each member campus sends its
delegate to local, regional, and national conferences. Although
N. S. A.'s most important aims and purposes are on a national and
international level, there are, also, many projects carried out on an
area or even a campus level to help make the individual student
aware of these national and international purposes. At our campus
this year the N. S. A. has been the sponsor of many enlightening
chapel talks and panel discussions.
Editor
ANN FLAHERTY
Art Editors
MARGARET ELLISON
ANNE FINI
JOAN CARTER
Literary Editor
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Subscription Editor
NANCY BOYLE
Photography Editor
PATRICIA LeBLANC
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Publicity Editor
ESTELLE ANDLEMAN
Advertising Editor
DOROTHY TIMON
Business Manager
BARBARA ARIES
THE DIAL
Our yearbook ... A recorder of precious mem-
ories
. . . An energetic staff . . . The campaign for
advertisers
. . . Cameras at every event . . . The
Dial covers all aspects of life at Framingham — a
truly representative yearbook.
A. Lund, M.
O. Catlendar.
Tuohy, A. Flaherty, J. Copeland,
JUNIOR DIAL STAFF
Mary Tuohy
Barbara Fleming
Helen Fulton
Olga Callendar
Janet Copeland
Maureen O'Neill
VERA HEMENWAY
B.A., Wellesley College
M.A., Wellesley College
Assistant Professor of English
154 Maynard Road, Framingham
RUTH R. HERRING
B.A., University of Delaware
M.A., Teachers College, Columbia
University
Associate Professor of Art
40 Rochester, Newton
TEA TIME
M. Ellison, Mr. Berger, A. Flaherty.
GATE POST
Editor
Beverly Savage
Assistant Editor
Patricia Maroni
Make-up Editor
Wendolyn Estabrook
Margret Shea
Copy Editor
Alayne Moore
Olga Zaruba
Advertising Editor
Anne Fini
Beth Stanton
Art Editor
Patricia LeBlanc
Business Manager
Estelle Andleman
Distribution
Anna Bergman
Circulation and Alumnae Editor
Dorothy Joyce
Adviser
Dr. Heartl
A. Moore, Dr. Haertl, W. Estabrook, P. Maroney, B. Savage, B. Blood,
D. Joyce, E. Andleman, P. Leblanc, A. Bergman, A. Fini.
THE GATEPOST
The college newspaper here on the hill — untiring reporters, copy and make up, advertising and
management — News of important campus events, outstanding leaders, music, fashion, sports.
EDWIN J. HAERTL
B.S., University of Massachusetts
A.M., Williams College
Ph.D., Harvard University
Professor of Biology and
Microbiology
72 Higgins Road, Framingham
THE WINTER WHIRL
-GLEE CLUB
President
Alice Carter
Vice President
Doris Lovelace
Secretary
Evelyn Nicol
Treasurer
Anna Augustine
Adviser
Mr. Gilday
EDWARD F. GILDAY
B.S., New York University
M.A., New York University
Associate Professor of Music
A. Carter, D. Lovelace, A. Augustine, E. Nicol, Mr. Gilday.
Choir
Mr. Silday, E. McCabe, A. Carter, F. Fiset, A. Roche, B. Nelson, J. Williams, A. Elbery, J. Daignault,
N. Quimby, E. Curry, M. Mack, K. Ramsdell, J. Wolfe, D. Lovelace, B. Menten, E. Loud, M. Shea,
E. Nicol.
'GLEE CLUB
Framingham's Glee Club — a blending
of beautiful voices . . . Enjoyable hours of
preparation under unexcelled leadership
. . . Candlelight Service in December —
always a long-remembered performance
. . . Spring Concert — a musical evening
in May . . . Framingham night at "Pops"
—
the traditional singing of Saint Catherine.
>
"ANGELS WE HAVE HEARD ON HIGH"
"NOEL, NOEL"
CONCERT TIME
President
Claire Corcoran
Vice President
Ann Brady
Secretary
Patricia Foley
Treasurer
Dolley McCall
Adviser
Mr. Gilday
THE COMMUTERS' CLUB
The "day-hops' " club . . . Annual Christmas banquet in the Students' Room . . . Friday night
dances with neighboring colleges ... a monopoly on the Students Room . . . those crowded lockers
. . . the rush for the last bus.
Chairman
Jean Daignault
Vice Chairman
Lois Hertel
Secretary
Ellen Curry
Treasurer
Shirley Hughes
Adviser
Miss Hemenway
RED CROSS CLUB
Gray Ladies at Cushing Veterans Hos-
pital and volunteers in the Motor Corps —
charming and efficient seniors — Home
nursing and first aid courses — impart in-
valuable knowledge . . . Everyone on the
hill donates generously to the annual Red
Cross campaign ... A truly altruistic club.
Miss Hemenway, J. Daignault, E. Curry, L. Hertel.
LIBRARY COUNCIL
An eye-catching bulletin board — a waiting list for that new book
- an atmosphere conducive to study.
E. Wong, J. Petty, A. Augustine, Miss Pratt, A. Havelis, N. West, A. Moore.
Dorothy Whitney, Chairman
BUTTROOM
A definite atmosphere — smoke gets in
your eyes — contributions accepted.
MARIE A. MAHONEY
B.S. Worcester State Teachers
College M.A. Clark University 18
Sturgis Street, Worcester, Mass.
Red roses to welcome all new
students — a wonderful Framing-
ham tradition . . . Local clergymen
at chapel . . . Moonlight Mood —
a date in April not to miss . . .
Worship at sunrise in Chalmers
Theatre — breakfast at Crocker
. . . An active, friendly club.
EMMA A. HUNT
B.A., Wellesley College
M.A., Teachers College, Columbia
University
Assistant Professor, Health
Education, General Methods,
Audio-Visual Aids
Chairman of Elementary
Department
30 Henry Streef, Framingham
Y.W.C.A.
President
Anna Bergman
Vice President
Germaine Jensen
Secretary
Virginia Ainsworth
Treasurer
Jean Goodman
Adviser
Miss Hunt
B. Lindstol, H. Fulton, G. Jensen, C. Pratt, P. King, B. Richardson, Miss Hunt, A. Bergman,
O. Zuruba, C. Rice, M. McGuffin, B. Knight, B. Lawrence, B. Anderson, J. Goodman, V. Ainsworth,
B. Fleming, E. Kohrs.
P. Connors, K. Mitchell, P. Driscoll, D. Ferris, P. Murphp y.
A'KEMPIS CLUB
Communion breakfast at The Meadows . . . First Friday masses — down the back hill at "break-
neck" speed — and back the same way for breakfast at Peirce . . . Acquaintance dances — profitable
fun ... At the Shelto/i in January — a festive formal . . . Sunday afternoon tea for mothers
and daughters.
President
Patricia Driscoll
Vice President
Katherine Mitchell
Secretary
Patricia Connor
Treasurer
Patricia Murphy
Adviser
Miss Joyce
SERVICE WITH A SMILE
MARGARET J. WALKER
B.S. in Ed., Framingham State
Teachers College
M.Ed., Boston University
Associate Professor, Director of
Teacher Training
59 Henry Street, Framingham
MARJORIE SPARROW
A.B., Radcliffe College
M.A., Wellesley College
Assistant Professor, English
I 140 Boylston Street Chestnut Hi
ALICE M. GLOVER
B.S., Simmons College
M.A., Boston University
Ph.D., Boston College
Associate Professor of Anatomy
and Physiology, Physical
Science and Household Physics
HARRY S. BROUDY
B.A., Boston University
M.A., Harvard University
Ph.D., Harvard University
Professor of Psychology and
Philosophy
122 Franklin Street, Framingham
MARY E. Mc.GANN
B.S. in Ed., Worcester State
Teachers College
B.S., Simmons College
M.A., Clark University
Ed.D., Harvard Graduate School
of Education
Assistant Professor, Psychology,
Education
48 Aetna Street, Worcester
ADA M. SHAWKEY
B.S., University of Pittsburgh
M.Lett., University of Pittsburgh
Assistant Professor, Geography
Sigel, Pennsylvania
MAY QUEEN
Audrey Shepherd
MAY COURT
Dorothy Joyce
Margaret Ellison
Leona Smith
Bertha Loomer
Lois Magoon
Joan Muse
MAY DAY
We'll rest on the highest bench in Chalmer's Outdoor Theatre, and let our eyes
travel down the rows of benches before us . . . each a step lower until we come to
the flat green open space . . . our stage. Can't you just visualize the panorama of
color, the intricate dances, our beautiful queen and her court ... all a part of our
beloved May Day?
"i
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MARY E. STAPLETON
B.S. in Ed., Framingham State
Teachers College
M.Ed., Boston University
1387 Concord Street, Framingham
JOHNATHAN MAYNARD
Student teaching begins — early hours
— box lunches — lesson plan books —
pupils alive and eager — we've read about
them in books — let's see what we can do
with them.
THE DORMITORY WE ALL VISIT THREE TIMES A DAY.
HERE IS OUR DINING ROOM WITH ITS MEMORIES OF
BANQUETS BY CANDLELIGHT. PEIRCE HALL, WHERE WE
"SIGNED IN" AFTER ELEVEN.
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PEIRCE HALL OFFICERS
President
Ann Mansfield
Vice President
Jean Burke
Secretary
Anna Augustine
Treasurer
Marilyn Galvin
MISS RUTH C. NEWELL
Matron of Peirce Hall
45 Grant Street, Needham
FRESHMAN CLASS
OFFICERS
President
Jean Casey
Vice President
Paula McKeown
Secretary
Rosemary Murphy
Treasurer
Jean Blanchette
Adviser
Dr. Heartl
FRESHMEN
This was all new to them — the plague of
initiation to greet them — A Senior-Freshman
tea to prove we love them — such an enormous
class — eager and expectant — fun loving,
hard working, wonderful sports.
Joan Martin, Marian Rideman, Jean Sylvester, Claire Donavan, Barbara Brennan, Ann Quirk.
Barbara Sheffer, Margaret Nurney, Jean Jaworelt, Jane Voegel, Jane Perry, Claire Courtenmanche.
Janet McKeon, Pat Healy, Ellen Trudeau, Joan Bloom, Barbara Murphy, Mary A. McLaughlin,
Collette Maloney, Ruth VonEuw.
M. Galvin, R. Bollenback, N. Viscott
D. Rudom, E. McRoberts, N. O'Connor'
P. Colbert, D. Allen, A. Whitmore, b!
McGovern, R. Murphy, M. O'Neil,
P. Duggan.
B. Rice J. McTleman, K. O'Connor, C. McCormick, R. Robertson,
N. Quimby, R. Hubbard C. Henderson, S. Elbery, K. Cavanaugh,
S. Laycock, A. Lowell, E. Gibbs.
J. Daley, N. Robinson, M. Mulhern, B. Buckly, B. Higgins,
S. Fitipatrick, M. McLaughlin, E. O'Neil, J. McDonald,
C. Donahue, M. Knowlton, V. Shea, H. Duffy.
P. McKeoun, I. Gilfoil, C. McDonough, A. Hogan,
E. O'Hare, B. Yelle, M. Wanzar, V. Cobb,
J. Casey.
P. Bernhardt, V. Sweeney, M. Moran, S.
Dallaire, E. Sharpies, A. McKeiver, A.
Vachon, B. Hosey, E. Barnes, J. Schube,
J. Yeo, V. Page, P. Keogh, L. Steele.
C. George, E. Saunders, E. Nylander,
C. Hughes, S. MacDonald, M. Cotter,
F. Donagher, J. Cloonan, R. Riopel,
B. Foster, P. Cunningham.
A. Sapp, J. Gordon, L. Luca, S. Murphy, C. LeBlanc, P. Lanagan, B. Bond,
G. Moblia, I. Toro, J. Friiiell, J. Blanchette, R. Carmody, M. Fifield, A. McGurty,
V. Barbone.
SOPHOMORE CLASS
OFFICERS
President
Ann Elbery
Vice President
Mary O'Connor
Secretary
Eleanor McGrail
Treasurer
Bonnie Brunton
Adviser
Miss Shawkey
A. Elbery, M. OConnor, E. McGrail, B. Brutton.
SOPHOMORES
Another year at Framingham — this year revolves around an all
out effort for the most beautiful May Day ever produced — their
first class dance — The Sophomore Hop — almost to the half-way
mark.
E. Sullivan, P. Strong, R. Matto, N. Scott, E. Curry, B. Sunter, P. Mahoney, S. Ellison, B. Nicholas,
E. Ring, S. Hughes, M. O'Connor.
M. Baron, J. Dillon, A. Augustine, J. Altemus,
M. West, C. Balton. E. Adams, J. Williams,
E. Merrian, H. Taft.
M. Sullivan, J. Kelliher, J. Burke, P. Quinn, A. Elbery,
J. Phillips, N. Keirans, S. Videon, M. Regan, S. Maloney,
A. Farber.
M. Reardon, P. Fleming, P. Ashness, F. Kirby, M.
Farrar, M. Firth, A. McGrath, E. McGrail, N. Ellis,
M. O'Donnell, M. Denn, A. Mullin, A. Mansfield,
P. Griffin.
J. Jacobs, H. Ponts, J. Dardis, B. Kelly, M. Rohmer, B. Bruton, F. Fraser,
V. Kenneally, E. Johnson, M. Colleran, J. Haas, B. Mahoney, N. McAvoy,
A. Flynn.
E. Sullivan, B. Brenan, M. Martin, A.
Carey, F. Clancy, A. Leonard, E. Ryan,
A, Mulhern, G. Gilfold, G. DeRenzis,
G. O'Donne
O. Forrest, M. Nicholson, K. Ramsdell,
B. Knight, H. Davis, R. Murphy, R.
Jamson, B. Poth, J. Wolfe.
K. Morrison, J. Leahy, P. DeRoach, J. Schneider,
R. Santosuosso, L. Murphy, M. Ford, M. Gately,
T. Sims, K. Washburn, H. MacDonald, M. Stevens,
N. Hazon.
S. Crosby, G. Sawicz, M. Moran, E.
DeStefano, B Stanton, A. Kenney, D.
Lawn, C. Timothy, K. Nuhn.
THE DINING ROOM COUNCIL
A pleasant and orderly dining room — table sign-ups — beautiful decorations at
every banquet — to see that we "dress" for Thursday evening supper.
R. Johnson, M. Ellison, Miss Townsend.
FRANCES TOWNSEND
B.S., Nasson College
Dietitian, Institutional
Management
113 Union Avenue, Calais, Maine
£ "SOUP'S ON —
"
TO MISS LOMBARD
In appreciation of her enthusiastic spirit and un-
tiring leadership, we offer our tribute. She was
deeply attached to her work, her students, her col-
lege. Endowed with unerring taste, and sound judg-
ment, she strove constantly to deepen our sense of
values and to develop our awareness of beauty in
daily living. Her humor both enlivened our moments
and served to correct our faults. We admired her
stately poise and grace. For her unsparity giving
of herself that our lives might be enriched, we shall
cherish her in our hearts.
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AGNES M. HORNBY
B.S. in Ed., Framingham State
Teachers College
Assistant Supervisor Teacher
Training Household Arts Ed.
Pleasant Street, Dighton
VOCATIONAL HOUSE
The white house at the foot of
the hill — house practice for eight
weeks — guest nights — budgets
— real family living.
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THE WARM ATMOSPHERE OF A HAPPY HOME PREVAILS
— THE MOST HOSPITABLE BUILDING ON OUR CAMPUS —
EARLY HOURS AND DILIGENT HOUSE-CLEANING KEEP IT
IN IMMACULATE CONDITION.
CROCKER HALL
CORINNE E. HALL
A.B., Denver University
M.A., Columbia University
Associate Professor of Home
Management
101 State Street, Framingham
ELIZABETH C. MacMILLAN
B.S. in Ed., Framingham State
Teachers College
M.A., Columbia University
Assistant Professor, Home and
Lunchroom Management
75 Maynard Road, Framingham
CROCKER OFFICERS
President
Ann Niro
Vice President
Claire Macchi
Secretary
Barbara Lees
Treasurer
Phyllis Adams
JUNIOR CLASS OFFICERS
President
Joanne Felker
Vice President
Christine Koritas
Secretary
Dorothy McCoomb
Treasurer
Helen Sasso
Adviser
Dr. Bowler
JUNIORS
So many new and different experiences . . . Crocker for the home "ec's" — balanced diets and
menus . . . Practice teaching for all — lesson plans — one can't escape them . . . It's all hard work —
but very rewarding . . . Junior Weekend — g a yi happy time . . . The Junior Prom — a formal May
occasion . . . Plans for our last year.
TEA TIME AT CROCKER
C. McCarty, A. Lund, M. J. White, G.
Norton, T. Mack, J. Propagt, J. Bowden, K.
Lavin, M. Curley, D. McCall, P. Foley, M.
Donnelley.
H. Fulton, A. Volk, B. Nelson, J. Copeland, M. Morrison, B.
Duncan, M. Callahan, A. McCabe, V. Ainsworth.
C. Pratt, M. Bushee, R. Counihan, P. Sayre, B. Lawrence, D. Lovelace, G. Jensen, B. J. Anderson, R. Freeman.
M. Shea, C. MacDonald, D. Ferris, M.
O'Donnel, B. Stephans, M. Bedell, I.
Wise.
E. Moriaty, M. Casey, E. Andleman, O.
Callander, A. Brady, S. Herman, C.
Grund, M. Tuohy.
H. Sasso, R. McCoy, C. Macchi, P.
Adams, C. Dight, B Menten, B. Lees,
B. Holmes, A. Mazzarelli.
M. Searl, P. McCabe, B. Sheitz, M.
Fahey, J. Grove, A. Daupoulos, K. Kelly,
M. Kennedy, A. McSee, B. Stone, H.
Evans, J. Petty.
H. Sullivan, C. Landry, N. Rose, J.
Emerton, V. Ciampa, J. Kennedy, L.
Mealy, C. Hughes, J. Corcoran, M.
Lyons, P. Scahill, B. Blood, P. Maroni.
E. Regan, J. Fellter, D. McCoomb,
A. Niro, B. Richardson, J. Haywood, A.
Clark, P. King, B. Blood, B. Lindstol, O.
Zaruba, P. Charest.
JUNIOR PROM
Scent of fragrant flowers and pungent perfumes — the dash of black and white
tuxedos — your favorite beau — your favorite gown — the lovely queen and her
court — the strains of "Good Night Sweetheart" — the memorable parties.
W'»"*:
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THE SENIORS' FAVORITE DORMITORY. THE SUN FALLS
ON ITS STATELY PILLARS, WHICH IN RETURN PROJECT
THEIR SHADOWS IN NARROW STREAKS THAT TRAVEL
FROM ONE END OF THE PATIO TO THE OTHER, FOLLOW-
ING THE JOURNEY OF THE SUN.
HORACE MANN
MISS FLORA M. JOHNSON
Matron of Horace Mann Hall
21 Turner Street, Newtonville
MRS. HAZEL P. TAYLOR, R.N.
Horace Mann Hall
State Teachers College,
Framingham
HORACE MANN
OFFICERS
President
Mary Ellen Collins
Vice President
Patricia Cunningham
Secretary
Virginia Page
Treasurer
Marianna McGuffin
V. Page, M. E. Collins, M. McGuffin.
SENIOR CLASS OFFICERS
President
Patricia Grogan
Vice President
Joan Muse
Secretary
Marianna McGuffin
Treasurer
Lois Magoon
Adviser
Mr. Berger
.. Magoon, P. Grogan, J. Muse, Mr.
Merger, M. McGuffin.
DAVID BERGER
B.S. in Ed., Massachusetts School
of Art
M.F.A., Cranbrook Academy of
Art
Instructor in Art
368 Longwood Avenue, Boston
SENIOR CLASS HISTORY
We arrived in a flurry of anticipation, not knowing what to expect yet eager to be a part of the
activity whirling around us. Exploring the campus . . . meeting the faculty . . . arranging classes . .
.
these are the experiences of our freshman days we could never forget. We looked at sophomores
with envy, at juniors with respect, at seniors with awe. There were so many dances to attend. We
thought initiation was unmerciful. Were seniors human? All these happenings were part of the excite-
ment of entering college, but even though we were green freshmen, we realized the job that lay before
us and settled down to some earnest study. There were the usual cases of homesickness among the
boarders . . . the usual cramming at exam time. Christmas came and we went home for a much-needed
vacation. The new year arrived bringing, us another problem, "Stunt Night." We were really green at
this. Talent was pooled and we came out with a rather successful show. We took second place.
As the year passed, we became more at home. Looking back now, how quickly that year did pass.
June brought exams. There was little time for idling now. We managed to survive and then there was
nothing left but to say "so-long" to all our friends and depart until September. Did you have a lump
in your throat that day?
The following September we returned as Framingham's new sophomore class. We were a part
of the school as it was a part of us. How young the new freshman class seemed! We did things more
efficiently. Registration was easy; we knew where all the classrooms were. That was the first time
initiation looked like fun. We were onlookers. We had our first class dance that year, the Sophomore
Hop. The artists and interior decorators in our class gave the Students Room a face lifting. The night
was unforgettable. Harvard-Yale weekend beckoned in the near future. We went to practice every
night to cheer for our classmates on the teams. At the end of that week we were all hoarse but happy.
Do you remember how the campus buzzed with May Day rumors? Our May Day, exclusively Sopho-
mores. We selected a beautiful day, a more beautiful May court, and, of course, our most beauti-
ful queen.
Chalmers Theatre was an array of color: dancers, costumes, and a verse speaking choir added
up to the most spectacular May Day Framingham had ever seen ... at least the class of '51 thought
so. After May followed June exams and farewells again.
September, 1949, ushered in a very important year for us — we were upper-classmen. This meant
that we had reached the half-way mark. We were closer to becoming teachers. The future held so
much for us. Elementaries started their student teaching. Home Economics moved into Crocker Hall for
house practice. We had arrived at a more serious phase of college life. Early hours, lesson plans all
these became habit to us but we still had time for fun. Junior week-end loomed before us. We made
plans for a square dance, a banquet, a dance at Crocker Hall. Then came the most important event
of the year and we decided it deserved the most careful planning. Our Junior Prom was planned
down to the most minute detail. When the long-awaited evening at last arrived, it was all and more
than we expected. Do you remember the beautiful gowns, that wonderful orchestra, our lovely prom
queen and the gay parties that followed? When the magic of the evening had become a memory, we
settled down to the very serious job of electing our senior class officers. Each girl voting realized
more vividly what was just around the corner and the officers elected realized the responsibilities they
were undertaking. We left school that June filled with anticipation — in September we were to be
. . . Seniors.
Our most important year started September, 1951. It began with a most impressive ceremony,
Investiture Chapel. As we marched into the Assembly Hall clad in caps and gowns for the first time,
we realized the significance of the outfits we wore. We were full-fledged seniors, standing on the
threshold of the future. Turning from solemnity to frivolity, we prepared to initiate the freshmen. We
ended that ceremony with freshmen court when we all dressed as hobos and made the freshmen pay
for their crimes. Classes were in full swing, the months were flying fast. December was upon us, bring-
ing with it the wonderful tradition of caroling. Bundled in the warmest available clothes we paraded
through the streets of Framingham, pouring forth our voices and our hearts. Then we returned to
Crocker for food and entertainment. Christmas vacation had arrived once more. We enjoyed our
holidays and returned to work on our last stunt night. When this was over and done with, we looked
forward to the day we would graduate. Our exams came sooner than the others. We took them a
week earlier in order to have more time to practice for commencement exercises. Unnoticed, the days
had slipped by rapidly. We found ourselves in class week before we realized it. Friday evening was the
night of our prom. That dance held special meaning for each and every girl attending. We all had
a wonderful time. Saturday meant more activity. We planted our ivy and listened starry-eyed to the
music of our Glee Club. Do you remember the daisy chain? We stood in a ring and sang the songs
that made us lauqh and a few that made us cry. Sunday had arrived at last. There were mixed emo-
tions in many a senior's heart. We were proud to be graduating, happy to be entering the teaching
profession. Our dreams would at last be realized. Yet, some of us stood with tear dimmed eyes, our
hearts beating a little faster. We knew the pain a heart feels when old friends go their separate ways.
We knew the feeling of not being able to express our thoughts in words. We crossed our fingers,
donned our caps and gowns, held our heads high and went to receive our degrees, one of the most
important memories of life. Wherever you may be heading, never forget any of our college experi-
ences, it is those memories that will forever keep you young.
ESTELLE ANDLEMAN
Our continental senior — loved her
travels in Europe — a well-selected voca-
bulary and a modulated voice — distinctive
facial expressions and gestures to match —
Publicity Editor for the Dial.
BARBARA ARIES
Completely a feminist — a soft voice
pleasing to hear — dramatic ability that
always seeks perfection, and succeeds —
guided by common sense — pale blue eyes
which meet you directly and unfalteringly.
MARIAN ARNOTT
Her chatter flows along a bubbling
stream — Songs were written to be sung
— quick are her movements, contagious
is her laughter — always willing to go
somewhere or do something.
JOAN ATCHISON
"Atch" to all who know her — agreeable
ways with a casual manner — the assur-
ance of a good time — constant loyalty —
makes the most of Framingham weekends
— never without a smile — never without
a friend.
SONIA BELLOWS
Sonny — who possesses the charm of
an amiable nature and congeniality — her
future is bright — her past was serene —
a sparkle on her left hand reflects the
sparkle in her eyes.
ANNA BERGMAN
Small and alert — sparkling eyes and a
bright smile — a student and a scholar —
makes those extra minutes count — lends
a magic touch to a violin — a true lover
of music.
NORMA BILLINGS
An endless reservoir of energy — her
speech is dressed in enthusiasm — fun and
merriment are her companions — alert to
the complications of the simple life — a
spirit as free as the gull on wing.
NANCY BOYLE
Coal black hair and twinkling green eyes
— enjoys an intellectual conversation —
serious in her fondness for children and
friends — mischievous sense of humor —
one of the class of '5l's favorite Seniors.
ROBERTA BUCKINGHAM
A philosophical nature, an optomistic
attitude — always smiling, always singing
— ceaseless effort to attain her goals —
incomparable understanding — unflinching
spirit.
MURIEL BUTLER
Joy always follows in her footsteps —
merriment is her keynote — thrives in the
football season — mad about music —
deeply attached to her friends — charm-
ing features always devilishly alight.
ANNE CAMERON
If you like peanut butter, you'll just love
"Skippy" — gay animation makes her
enthusiastic and vivacious — a perfect
pageboy, exquisite taste — meticulous in
every way — generous with smiles and
laughter.
NANCY CAREY
Calm of voice and disposition — a rest-
ful person to be with — unpretentious —
a shy manner which endears her to many
— unfailing in conversation — even those
who know her fail to reach the depths of
that quiet, full personality.
NANCY CARROLL
A searching intellect — a compelling
air — always ready with a witty remark —
conscientious — possessed of the courage
of her convictions — independent by
nature — appreciative of friendship.
ALICE CARTER
Tiniest member of the Senior class —
voice of an angel — member of the choir
— pixie-like charm — her main worry is
losing weight — loquacious and interesting
— another bridge player.
JOAN CARTER
A genuine love for the out of doors —
the ambition to walk anywhere — deep
and sincere love for children — naturalness
and a quiet manner which attracts many
friends — a song in her voice, the artist
in her soul.
JEANETTE CHEVERIE
The sweetness of an angel — quiet and
unassuming — loves Marblehead — has a
wealth of friends but can always appre-
ciate the companionship of a good book.
She knows the way to listen and learn.
JEAN CLARK
A touch of the artist — shy and retiring
— a well chosen wardrobe — a collection
of rings and bracelets — height of a
goddess.
0^/f.
JANET CLINTON
Beautiful blue eyes that express warmth
and friendliness — everybody's pal —
easy-going nature adaptable to any situa-
tion — unhesitant in stating her opinions
— a natural glow — the life of the party.
I
JEANNE COLE
A soft voice across a crowded room —
a champion of contemporary art — an ar-
dent movie fan — undying loyalty to the
Boston Red Sox as well as to her own
Alma Mater.
MARY ELLEN COLLINS
Striking in appearance — sophisticated
in manner — tender of heart and warm of
nature — autumn days and tweeds — a
champion of the Ivy League — sincerely
interested in everyone — a loyal friend.
PATRICIA CONNORS
Dashing here, there, and everywhere
the dependable chauffeur for all "Voc's"
proudly wears her lovely diamond
laughter the best remedy for daily cares
looks happily at the world.
NANCY COONEY
President of the Student Government —
a leader followed with love and electric
response — never too busy to smile —
sparkling eyes that reveal her personality
— Enjoys the ski slopes of New Hampshire
in the winter — the sands of Scituate in
the summer.
CLARE CORCORAN
A sports enthusiast — does her best in
hockey for the Blue — her car holds an
unbelievable number of people — regular
patron of Farley's. Have you ever heard
those monologues — a quick wit and a
ready smile.
ELEANOR CRAIG
Willing and eager to participate —
athletic to the core — full of excessive
vitality — her leisure time devoted to.
worthwhile activities — never too busy to
stop and talk — Ellie is always on call for
a task and does it without a murmur. «ten s
JEAN DAIGNAULT
Serious of conscience yet carefree of
nature — she toils diligently to allow time
for play — likes people and people like
her — proudly wears a fraternity pin —
perseverance through determination.
GLORIA DeCHRISTOPHER
A bit of the continental — a sense of
humor which catches you off guard — an
ardent appreciation of the Fine Arts — a
ready remark for every occasion — al-
ways interested in people, places, and
situations.
PEARLE DENSMORE
One of life's most pleasant gfrls — be-
witching smile, dancing eyes. A feminine
voice — attracts friendship and loves
children — has the courage of her convic-
tions and a true love for Framingham.
IHI
PATRICIA DRISCOLL
When she laughs, her blue eyes laugh
too — a friendly curiosity in everything
around her — a charm envied by all — a
carefree air — conversation that is always
slow, delightful, welcome.
IRMA DUTCH
Those short-lived brain storms — an iron
in every fire — vivacious and untiring —
the laughter that mingles with tears —
excitable and enthusiastic — true class
spirit.
CLAIRE ELBERY
Sparkling, effervescent, enthusiastic —
a most distinctive voice — comes from a
long line of teachers — first with the
latest fad — another car pool commuter
— keeps close contact with Harvard.
MARGARET ELLISON
Framingham's own Picasso — original in
expression — an enthusiastic worker —
full of ideas and ideals — endowed with
keen judgement and practical wisdom —
an illustration of fashion — designed for
gracious living.
WENDOLYN ESTABROOK
"With Crimson in Triumph Flashing" —
a mellow voice, pleasure to the ear —
honey-colored hair — a warmth kindled in
the heart of New England — a keen mind
always in use.
GERALDINE FARACA
Gerry — with an earnest sense of fair
play and justice — fond of flashy con-
vertibles — very much at home on the
athletic field — a cooperative spirit mani-
fested everywhere.
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WINNIE FARO
Quiet and unassuming — a dainty man-
ner and a dulcet voice — mischief in those
dark eyes — always capable — always
willing — ceaseless effort to attain her
goals — deep-rooted honesty — she sets
an enviable example.
"^
ANNE FINI
Expressive eyes full of disarming earnest-
ness — alert and genuine — sincerely
yours — keen interest — a distinctive
ability with needle and thread — a true
feeling for the aesthetic.
ANN FLAHERTY
She works hard but is always ready
play — in appearance and personality si
reflects sunshine — she has an excelle
head for business — a seriousness ar
stability that aids and comforts — a de<
regard for friendship — the Dial's cor
petent Editor.
PHYLLIS GEARY
The same effect as spring rain ... re-
freshing — she gives one the impression
of chinaware, exquisite and fragile —
sweet of disposition — even tempered —
a soft musical voice — flawless appear-
ance.
NATALIE SIGLIO
A portrait of a gay senorita — dark
eyed — deep voiced — charms that
soothe — an hilarious tale on her lips —
language flecked with laughter — mature
understanding.
JEAN GOODMAN
A most conscientious worker — Horace
Mann's second house mother — nothing
can upset her placid nature — gracious to
everyone — all the potentialities of a
good teacher.
VIRGINIA GRADY
"Life is too short to worry!" — a willing
chauffeur on field trips — a rabid canasta
fan — ready with a funny story or a
humorous retort — seldom shows her seri-
ous side but we are all aware she has one.
PATRICIA GROGAN
Our most efficient class president — lus-
trous jet black hair and green eyes, a
beautiful picture — can harmonize any-
thing from jazz to classics — to know her
is to love her. A small girl with a big
heart
. . . that's our Pat.
"
JOAN GUINEY
"Guin" — with a casualness and warmth
that draw you to her— sincere, guileless—
a joyous heart — a kind word and a kind
deed — pensive brown eyes — always
there when she is needed — easy to talk
to — fun to be with. +*mi
ALICE HAVELES
Five feet of friendliness and good humor
— dark hair and straight bangs — two
dimples punctuate her smile — our class
librarian — great talents in the art of con-
versation — a good word for all.
PHYLLIS HARRIMAN
A quiet manner soothing to all that know
her — a deep-rooted curiosity about in-
tricate machinery — always agreeable —
a lively faith in everything — does more
than her share of work.
ALICE HEADBERG
Has won popularity through her friendli-
ness and amiable disposition — another
advocate of the long hair style — typical
all American girl — natuial and unaffected.
MARY HETHERTON
A gentle soul and a faithful friend —
unusual sense of humor — blonde and fair
with smiling blue eyes — deep intellect
and deeper thoughts — just the adequate
amount of conversation.
CATHERINE HIGGINS
Radiates vim, vigor and vitality — lives
at a swift tempo — young in spirit — her
alert mind always in use — always a clear-
cut argument in any discussion — she has
found a home in Framingham.
NORMA HIGGINS
Sophistication and poise add to her fun-
loving exterior — a mind suited to re-
flection and deep thought — loves to be
with people — enjoys parties, teas, and
any other "Get-together" — the person-
ality we all envy.
ELEANOR HOLMES
Her graceful, calm manner can put any-
one at ease — every word preceded by
deep consideration and careful planning —
original ideas — the courage of her con-
victions — light of heart and fair of face.
RUTH HORRIGAN
Her stateliness and poise are admired by
those who meet her — has immense powers
of concentration which reflect the serious
side of her nature — a constant twinkle
in heavenly blue eyes.
DOROTHY JOYCE
"Dare to be different" — picture of
poise — blonde hair and beautiful blue
eyes — a flair for fashion and anything
unusual — enjoys a cross-word puzzle —
always appreciates a change.
PATRICIA KEANEY
A competent commuter — a dash for
the bus — given to gaiety — the spon-
taniety of an Irish jig — a sparkling smile
that never wears off — a response to
knowledge.
MARGARET KENNEDY
Good things come in small packages —
that certain talent for being unintentionally
humorous — dark hair and impish eyes —
Peg of our hearts.
DOROTHEA KEAVENEY
Fiery red hair and a willowy stature —
knotty pine naturalness — beauty that re-
flects Eire's shores — an engaging calmness
— hearty laughter from a warm heart.
CATHERINE KENNEDY
Cathy displays light-hearted humor and
whole-hearted generosity — modern
thoughts, old-fashioned charm — golden,
curly hair halos her head — a fascination
of grace and simplicity — the essence of
femininity.
LUCILLE KINSMAN
An uncanny ability to be in the center
of mischief at all times — her back to the
more serious side of life — her fun-loving
exterior hides the mind of a scholar —
her baby-sitting experiences lend laughter
to any situation.
ETHEL KOHRS
Willingness which originates in simple
goodness — the speed of a bolt of light-
ning — capabilities unlimited — an exact-
ing neatness — innocence and naivete —
gives readily of herself.
ANNE KOUNDAKJIAN
A playful kitten, entangled in Argyle
bobbins — a fashionable miss
chief-loving imp with a laugh
never forget — eyes that dance
gagingly natural.
- a mis-
you can
CONSTANCE LARKIN
Five feet two inches of grace and vivac-
ity — a sympathetic and understanding
friend — a love for literature surpassed
only by a love for music — a song in her
heart — she creates beauty with words —
our capable literary editor.
BARBARA LAVALLE
The swiftness of a rabbit, the shyness of
a deer — a child-like delight in the
exciting — golden curly hair framing a
delicate face — smiling, serious, sincere
— thinks of others first, herself last.
*X'.
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FRANCES LEAHY
Frannie — with a casualness and warmth
that draw you to her — she is always her-
self . . . honest and sincere — happy-go-
lucky — an eager participant in school
affairs.
PATRICIA LeBLANC
Her originality and creativeness make
her outstanding — a true talent and undy-
ing interest in art — a ready humor to
brighten life's darkest moment — our capa-
ble photography editor.
JEANNE LILLIS
The click of knitting needles and a con-
tagious laugh tell you Jeanne is here —
often finds herself in the center of a hum-
orous situation — special talents for mak-
ing friends.
JANET LEWIS
"Janie", with an encouraging response
to humor and wit
t
definitely sociable —
inimitable style at the keyboard — always
a song in her heart and on her lips — flut-
tery and excitable — if there is enjoyment,
she is there.
y *
NANCY LILLYMAN
"Lill" — young and sensitive of heart —
a natural in the art of modern dance — an
excellent companion for a laugh session —
an inexhaustable supply of energy — a
definite affinity for sports — a great at-
tachment to her family.
BERTHA LOOMER
A serious nature suspected by very few
— a sweet and genuine smile — dancing
brown eyes and short brown curls — in-
terested in the dramatic arts — member
of our May Court.
ELEANOR LOUD
Her deep thoughts take root in those
who hear them — a quick, infectious smile
complements a wonderful sense of humor
— gets the most out of each day — a
kind person whose face is always bright.
JEANNE LOVE
Takes things as they come — likes the
excitement of being with people — faith-
ful to Fords and Boston College — pos-
sesses that enviable height — a smile as
bright as the morning and laughing blue
eyes that brim with friendliness and good
humor.
LOIS MAGOON
As lively and quick as a bunny rabbit —
distinguished as one of the first in the
class to have her M.R.S. degree — she
handles a hockey stick with perfection —
her soft voice echoes with inward happi-
er
GRACEY MAGRATH
An intelligent conversationalist on topics
of infinite scope — fascinating stories
about her travels abroad — flawless poise
— captivating manner — adds gayety to
any gathering.
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KATHLEEN MAGUIRE
Kathy is all shamrocks and stardust —
she loves to laugh, even on a rainy day —
unsurpassed vivaciousness — outstanding
swimming ability — a perfect blend of
feminine charms.
JOANNE MARSH
Kind words and kind deeds — easy going
nature, adaptable to any situation —
patient and understanding — delightfully
unaffected — hair that shines like tinsel on
a Christmas tree — laughter that puts one
in mind of sleigh bells.
MARY MAY
The essence of grace and charm — her
eyes sparkle like the blue of the Mediter-
ranean — her hair like spun gold — she
never fails to enjoy a good conversation —
always delighted by unexpected adventure.
MARY McCANN
Twinkling eyes and a ready smile — soft
voice and well chosen vocabulary — a
femininist in every sense of the word —
determined in all she undertakes, Mary
takes her studies seriously and achieves
fine results.
MARIANNA McGUFFIN
Wistful, Marianna is in a world of her
own, a very happy one — a most philoso-
phical thinker — logical and level neaded
— has definite plans for her future —
knows just what she wants and aims to
get it.
ANNE McMAHON
'hich endeA shy manner whi ars her to
many — so many phone calls — so many
guests in the living room — an adorable
red head — as spotless as newly fallen
snow — her independence is unique.
-9,
LORRAINE McNAMARA
Musically inclined — her soprano voice
leaves us all speechless — the great com-
promiser — "Can't we settle this question
peacefully?" a serious interest in life — a
perfect example of the mature mind.
t
ETHEL MILLER
A great capacity for making new friends
— possesses wisdom, strength, and skill —
the pen is mightier than the sword — a
scientific mind and a thorough nature —
unflinching approach to situations.
MARTHA MEADOWS
Loyal and steadfast — conscious of the
joy and wonder of this world — a mind
that copes with situations in broad sweeps
and lets details take care of themselves —
a cozy and friendly "dorm" room always
open to her friends.
&&&**
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DORIS MILLS
The word "party" brings back memories
— always ready for anything — diligent
in the pursuit of her goals — laughter
follows her — unmistakably natural.
KATHERINE MITCHELL
"Kay" — always poised, always generous
— complete in her sincerity — a warm
heart, a cool hand — a conscientious
worker — an ardent supporter of club
activities — sympathy and understanding
are hers — dimples tack her smiles in
place.
NANCY MITCHELL
There's a serious tone in her voice but
there's mischief in her eyes — lovable
and entertaining — gives all situations her
most earnest consideration — an active
member of the A'Kempis Club — knows
the "just how" of running a successful
dance.
ALAYNE MOORE
A skilled sailor — loves the salty sting
of the Atlantic spray — labors ceaselessly
at all she undertakes — her moods reflect
all colors of the spectrum — an open mind
faces every challenge — a firm love of
tradition.
JOAN MOYNIHAN
Petite in stature, mighty of mind — a
down-to-earth romanticist — at times pen-
sive — at times humorous, at all times
wonderful — deep sense of loyalty —
addicted to coffee and tea — congeniality
to all.
DOROTHY MURPHY
Can handle any unexpected situation —
calm and serene — the long hair that never
gave way to changing styles— an enviable
wardrobe bears witness to her extremely
good taste — even tempered, soft spoken
— graceful and poised.
JOAN MUSE
"Joanie" — a teasing, playful manner—
a quiet way that commands attention —
soulful brown eyes — always merry, for-
ever joking — like autumn leaves, she is
colorful and graceful.
PATRICIA MURPHY
If anything is tremendous, its her gene-
rosity — as refreshing as an evening
breeze after a warm day — never marred
by a mood — a smile means understanding
and constancy.
.
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FRANCES NELSON
"Not a creature was stirring" — espe-
cially not Franny — a mind that is con-
stantly functioning — a trace of mischief
in her smile — truth and good deeds char-
acterize her being.
EVELYN NICOL
A level head under a feather top — a
breeze of wit and humor — cannot do
enough for others — disposition as calm
as the morning sea — music is her life —
gives freely of herself.
BERNICE NORMAN
Laughter like a breeze — completely
genuine — has a flair for style — an un-
matched sense of humor — a heart big
enough for her many friends — a per-
Eetual smile that leaves a glow in our
earts.
i
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WINIFRED PARKER
A member of the famous Cocoran car
pool — one of our liveliest commuters —
laughing blue eyes — short curly hair —
a willingness to lend a helping hand —
always a word of encouragement.
m^w
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NORMA PASCALE
Fascinating and charming — a magnetic
personality that wins many friends — in-
fectious giggle — spends her spare time
playing bridge — enjoys dancing and ice
skating. — "There is no wisdom like
frankness."
'DOROTHY PICKETT
A complexion like peach-colored satin
— a study in pastels — an inward senti-
mentalist — always an appropriate remark
— determination is the driving force be-
hind her voice.
ANNE PICKARD
"What's the hurry?" — that smile of
contentment — her motto "Live for to-
day" — hasn't a worry in the world —
an
early riser with an unbelievable
ability
to sleep.
JANICE PIPER
"There's no people like show people" —
she is alert and always ready to answer
another's S.O.S. — a spirited athlete in
practice and in theory — one of the few
who can accomplish something on week-
ends.
BARBARA READ
Very retiring? Wait until you know her
better — enjoys living so much — well
modulated voice — piano fingers — meti-
culous in every way — has proved herself
most dependable.
JOAN REARDON
A sympathetic and understanding soul
— never without a problem — an advocate
of dorm life — determined and conscien-
tious. Her friends are many and her faults
are few. Her ready smile will carry her far.
•«g^^^^^
DORIS REPONEN
A gorgeous wardrobe — wisely planned
— good grooming is the essence of at-
tractiveness — capability cloaked in win-
someness — her naturalness is well known
and envied.
..**.'"' I
CORA RICE
Full of sugar and everything sweet,
that's our "Cooky" — she has an amazing
source of energy — handy with pins and
neecj|es — an all around gal of whom we
are proud.
ANITA ROUGEAU
Rousing vitality — ceaseless talkativeness
— a fitting iive wire for every occasion —
an excellent student — likes people and
people like her — envied for athletic
ability.
WINNIFRED ROURKE
Call her "Freddy" — neatly groomed —
smoothly attired — a mixture of sincerity,
generosity and individuality — always
ready for fun and frolic — incredible de-
pendibility — without laughter she would
be lonely.
ELEANOR RUSSELL
One of life's lovelier moments — an ex-
trovert in all respects — sweet, amiable,
fun loving — her perfect grooming bears
witness to the fact that "clothes make the
woman" — Ellie has a knack of putting you
at ease — an ability to collect friends.
HELEN RUTLEDGE
Warm hearted and benevolent — enfoys
hearing of others' good times, as well as
telling about her own — a deep interest
in everyone and everything — a hearty
laugh announces her presence.
BEVERLY SAVAGE
The capable editor of the GATEPOST
— takes great pleasure in athletic partici-
pation — member of the Glee Club —
Beverly's enthusiasm for all her activities
keeps her a pretty busy girl. We'll never
forget her Christmas parties.
MARTHA SAVAGE
A diamond on her left hand — a twinkle
in her eye — conscientious thinker meti-
culously groomed — the logical mind of
a scholar — quiet and reserved — a ready
sense of humor.
NATALIE SCHOLES
The merry moment in a colorless day —
the completeness of femininity — spun
pink circus candy — always gracious —
an innocent twinkle in grey eyes — queen
of our Junior Prom.
^^^
ANN SKAMARYCZ
She knows everyone, enjoys everyone —
full of weekend ideas — the mail must go
through — a friendly girl who looks at the
bright side of life. Her sense of humor
will see her through.
AUDREY SHEPHERD
Our beautiful May Queen, an ambitious
interest in study — a friendly manner to
a || — a radiant smile and evident beauty,
together with a love for sports . . . that's
Audrey — enthusiastic and proud to be a
Fram. girl.
ELIZABETH SKINNER
As tempting as a strawberry ice cream
cone — her friendliness invites you to
linger a while — a true American beauty
— startling blue eyes which are sometimes
serious, sometimes impish.
PHYLLIS SLAMIN
Wavy auburn tresses, radiant blue eyes
and a deep musical voice — loves bridge
and her dog — lively and poised — she
enjoys parties and dances — a touch of
the unusual.
ALICE SMITH
A straight forward answer to any ques-
tion — never misses that bus — makes
good use of the back hill — always ready
to help you solve a particular problem —
happy — go-lucky, that's Alice.
KO PARRINt
LEONA SMITH
Her handcraft results in artistic work —
a laugh coming from deep inside eyes
sparkling with mirth — interesting con-
versationalist, a better listener— thinks life
is so interesting — her beauty led her to
our May Court.
•^8^-
RUTH STEVENS
Her travels make her a fascinating per-
son — takes a definite stand on any issue
— the commuter most often seen in the
dormitory. Denies her smile to no-one.
AUDREY STOWELL
Reserved and simple dignity — dom-
estically inclined — there is music in her
soul — a bright diamond on her left hand
— nonchalance masks a capable, and ever
reliable spirit.
ANN SULLIVAN
Loves the simple things in life — the
dreamer — a placid exterior unruffled by
life's disturbances — an alert mind and a
quick retort — a slow smile that grows in
warmth and beauty — still retains her long
golden hair.
ADELAIDE SWEENEY
A little fire cracker — a contagious
giggle — has that much-sought-after little
girl charm — gifted with understanding —
a tremendous heart in a tiny person.
RUTH SULLIVAN
A punctual commuter — her sincerity
and frankness have captivated our hearts
— a hidden sense of humor — spends her
time enjoying others — "The all-enclosing
freehold of content."
VIRGINIA SWEET
Love of simplicity — a cooperative
spirit and an increasing desire to give help
where it is needed most — as welcome
anywhere as the first robin of spring.
LOUISE TAVARES
Always willing to lend a hand — looks
to the future with a happy and courageous
heart for whatever the -future may hold —
a scientific mind that thinks logically —
always laughing, even at jokes on herself
— a joy to live with.
DOROTHY TIMON
A stride of definiteness and individual
dignity — the meticulous grooming of the
mannequin — smooth sophistication yet
amazing friend of common sense — noth-
ing shatters her dependability.
**
KATHERINE THOMAS
Adds a word to every discussion —
takes life's problems quite seriously —
looks anxiously ahead to her future — has
the zeal and enthusiasm that make a good
teacher — punctuality and dependability
her main assets.
MARGARET TRACY
A beautiful dreamer — gentle and
friendly — always time for the little things
— earth's idea of an angel — a sympa-
thetic listener — always prepared to join in
the fun — full of the love of living.
RUTH WARE
Never puts off until tomorrow what she
can do today — enjoys the opportunities
of our library — never at a loss for words
— our capable home maker.
DOROTHY WHITNEY
A true love for the outdoor sports —
dark hair and darker eyes — sets her mind
to it and does a thorough job in whatever
she undertakes — dependable and willing.
DORIS ZAPONE
Petite and quiet — natural curls and
dark eyes — calm exterior conceals a
rapid stream of thought — a flair for the
artistic — our only elementary seamstress.
HOME ECONOMICS
ARIES, BARBARA 28 Leyland Street, Dorchester
Hilltop Players I; Publicity 2; Vice President 3, 4;
Athletic Association I, 2, 3, 4; A'Kempis I, 2, 3, 4;
Home Economics I, 2; Co-chairman of May Supper
4; Gate Post Staff I, 2; Business Manager 3; Dials,
Business Manager 4.
ARNOTT, MARIAN
ATCHISON, JOAN
BELLOWS, SONIA
9 Pinehurst Ave., Wakefield R.F.D.
Y.W.C.A., I, 2, 3, 4; Home Economics I, 2, 3, 4;
Gate Post Staff 3, 4; Dial 3; Data Editor 4; Chem-
istry Assistant 4.
15 Tilton Street, New Bedford
A'Kempis I, 2, 3, 4; Athletic Association I, 2, 3;
Toast Mistress Harvard-Yale; Home Economics 2,
3, 4; Hilltop Players 3, 4; Initiation Chairman 4.
60 Liberty Street, Danvers
Home Economics I, 2, 3, 4; Gate Post I, 2;
Y.W.C.A. I, 2, 3, 4; Chemistry Council 2, 4; Secre-
tary-Treasurer Crocker Hall 3; Chemistry Assis-
tant 4.
BOYLE, NANCY 48 Burncoat Terrace, Worcester
Hilltop Players I, 2; Treasurer 3, 4; A'Kempis I, 2,
3, 4; Chemistry Council 2; Athletic Association 2,
3; Dial 3, 4; Home Economics 2, 3, 4.
BUTLER, MURIEL
CAMERON, ANNE
4 Perry Road, Natick
Commuters Club I, 2; Y.W.C.A. 3, 4; Modern
Dance 3; Home Economics 3, 4; Judiciary Board 4.
25 Edgebrook Road, West Roxbury
Home Economics I, 2, 4; A'Kempis I, 2, 3, 4;
Athletic Association I, 2; Hilltop Players I, 2, 3, 4;
Vice-President Crocker Hall 3.
CAREY, NANCY
Home Economics
muters Club 1.
125 Waldo Street, Holyoke
I, 2, 3, 4; Y.W.C.A., 4; Com-
CARROLL, NANCY 35 Garden Street, Fall River
A'Kempis I, 2, 3, 4; A.A. I, 3, 4; Home Economics
2, 3, 4; Vice President Chemistry and Biology
Council; Co-Chairman of Faculty, Senior Tea 4.
CLINTON, JANET
COLLINS, MARY ELLEN
44 Mansfield Street, Framingham
Glee Club I; A'Kempis 3, 4; Home Economics 4;
Hilltop Players 4.
125 Blue Hills Pkwy., Milton
A'Kempis I, 2, 3, 4; A. A. I, 2, 3; Home Economics
I, 2, 3; President Crocker Hall 3; President Horace
Mann Hall 4.
CRAIG, ELEANOR 7 Boardman Street, Worcester
Yale Basketball I, 2, 3, 4; A. A. I, 2, Treasurer 3,
President 4; Modern Dance 3, 4; Home Economics
I, 2, 3, 4; A'Kempis I, 2, 3, 4; Hill Top Players
1,3,4.
DAIGNAULT, JEAN 15 Irving Street, Worcester
Glee Club I, 2, 3, 4; Choir 2, 3, 4; Home Econo-
mics I, 2; Publicity Assistant 3, Publicity Chairman
4; Red Cross I, 2, Vice-Chairman 3, Chairman 4;
President Crocker Hall 3; Assistant Treasurer Class
and Club Council 3; Treasurer Class and Club
Council 4.
DE CHRISTOPHER, GLORIA 134 Saint Botolph Street, Boston
Home Economics I, 2, 3, 4; A'Kempis I, 3, 4; Com-
muters Club 2.
DRISCOLL, PATRICIA 305 Albemarle Road, Newtonville
A'Kempis I, 2, Secretary 3, President 4; Home
Economics I, 2, 3, 4; Hilltop Players I, 2, 4; Yale
Cheerleader I; Gate Post Staff 2, 3; Class and
Club Council 4; Student Co-Operative 4.
ELLISON, MARGARET 92 Grand Street, Reading
Dining Room Council I, 2, 3, Chairman 4; Home
Economics I, 2, 3, 4; A. A. I, 2, 3; Hilltop Players
I, 2; Publicity Manager 3, 4; Student Co-Opera-
tive 4; Modern Dance 2, 3; Chairman Christmas
Decorations 3; Dial, Assistant Art Editor 3, Art
Editor 4.
FARACA, GERALDINE 56 Elm Street, West Newton
Athletic Association I, 2, 3, 4; A'Kempis I, 2, 3, 4;
Home Economics 3, 4; Yale Field Hockey 3, 4.
FARO, WINNIE 18 Bradford Avenue, Medford
Chemistry Council I, 3; Y.W.C.A., I, 2, 3, 4;
A'Kempis I, 4; A. A. I, 2; Gate Post I, 2; May
Day Chairman 2; Class Vice-President 2; Home
Economics I, 2, State Representative 3, 4.
FINI, ANNE 72Middle Street. Leominster
Home Economics I, 2, 3, 4; Y.W.C.A. I, 3; Gate
Post I, 2, Assistant Advertising Manager 3, Adver-
tising Manager 4; Dial, Art Editor 4.
FLAHERTY, ANNE 40 Meredith Circle, Milton
A'Kempis I, 2, 3, 4; Yale Basketball 2; Home
Economics 2, 3; Co-Chairman Junior Weekend 3;
Hilltop Players 3; Dial 3, Editor 4; Class and Club
Council 4; Student Government 4; Junior Prom
Committee 3.
GIGLEO, NATALIE
GUINEY, JOAN
HIGGINS, CATHERINE
224 Middlesex Street, No. Andover
Athletic Association I, 2, 3; A'Kempis I, 2, 3, 4;
Hilltop Players 4.
19 Samoset Road, Waban
A'Kempis I, 2, 3, 4; Athletic Association I, 2; Yale
Basketball I; Home Economics 2, 3, 4; Hilltop
Players 2, 3; Program Chairman 4.
20 Rosedale Street, Fall River
A'Kempis I, 2, 3, 4; Glee Club I, 2, 3, 4; Hilltop
Players I, 2, 3, President 4; Cheerleader Harvard
I, 2, 3, Head 4; A.A. I, 2, 3, 4; Modern Dance 2,
3, 4; Home Economics 3, 4; Vice-President of
Peirce Hall I; President of Peirce Hall 2; Student
Council 2; Student Government 4; Chemistry Assis-
tant 4; C.C.C. 4.
HORRIGAN, RUTH
KEANEY, PATRICIA
KENNEDY, CATHERINE
KOHRS, ETHEL
KOUNDAKJIAN, ANNE
LEAHY, FRANCES
LOUD, ELEANOR
MAGOON, LOIS
MAGRATH, GRACEY
MAQUIRE, KATHLEEN
MARSH, JOANNE
MAY, MARY
McMAHON, ANNE
450 Crafts Street, W. Newton
A'Kempis I, 2, 3, 4; Commuters Club I, 2, 3, 4;
Home Economics 3, 4.
56 Eliot Street, Jamaica Plain
A'Kempis 1,2,3,4; Commuters Club 1 , 2, 4; Home
Economics 3, 4.
13 Benefit Street, Worcester
Home Economics I, 2, 3, 4; A'Kempis I, 2, 3, 4;
Red Cross I, 3, 4; Hilltop Players 2, 3, 4; Co-chair-
man Faculty-Senior Tea 4.
34 Fairfield Street, Worcester
A.A. I; Badminton Manager 2, 3; Home Economics
I, 2, Secretary 3, 4; Y.W.C.A. I, Conference Dele-
gate 2, Program Co-chairman 3, 4; Dial I, 2.
832 Moody Street, Waltham
Commuters Club I, 2, 4; Y.W.C.A. 3, 4; Vice-
President of Crocker Hall 3.
177 Sumner Street, Newton Center
A'Kempis I, 2, 3, 4; Commuters Club I, 2, 3, 4;
Home Economics 3, 4.
43 Bates Avenue, So. Weymouth
Home Economics I, Treasurer 2, Vice President 3,
Program Chairman 4; Y.W.C.A. I, 2, Conference
Delegate 3, Program Chairman 4; Hilltop Players
I; A.A. I, 2, 3; Yale Hockey Team I, 2, 3; Glee
Club I, 2, 3, 4; Choir 3, 4.
121 Warren Road, Framingham
Yale Basketball I, 4, Captain 2, 3; Y.W.C.A. I, 2,
Secretary 3; A.A. I, 2, Vice President 3, 4; Com-
muters Club I, 2; Red Cross Treasurer 2; May Day
Court 2; Home Economics 3, 4; Class Treasurer 4.
124 Pine Street, Waltham
Glee Club I, 2, 3; Home Economics 3.
78 Halcyon Road, Newton Center
A'Kempis 2, 3, 4; Home Economics 2, 3, 4; Junior
Prom Court 3; Gatepost 3, 4; Hilltop Players 3,
Secretary 4.
159 Slade Street, Belmont
Commuters Club I, 2, Co-chairman Christmas Ban-
quet 3, 4; Yale Volley Ball Team I; Home Econo-
mics 3, 4.
67 Franklin Street, Brookline
Home Economics I, 2, 3, 4; A'Kempis I, 2, 3, 4;
Commuters Club 3, 4.
586 Dickinson Street, Springfield
A'Kempis I, 2, 3, 4; Hilltop Players 4; Home
Ecomonics 4.
MEADOWS, MARTHA
MILLER, ETHEL
MITCHELL, KATHERINE
MOORE, ALAYNE
MOYNIHAN, JOAN
MURPHY, PATRICIA
MUSE, JOAN
NELSON, FRANCES
NORMAN, BERNICE
PICKETT, DOROTHY
PIPER, JANICE
REPONEN, DORIS
RICE, CORA
Box 292A, R.F.D., Gardner
Home Economics I, 2, 3, 4; Y.W.C.A. I; Glee
Club 2, 3,4; A.A. 3.
17 Nakata Avenue, Fairhaven
Home Economics I, 2, 3, 4; Glee Club 1,2, 3, 4;
A.A. I, 2; Y.W.C.A. I, 2, 3, 4; Chemistry and
Biology Council 3, President 4; Gatepost 3, 4.
12 Palmer Street, Arlington
A'Kempis Club I, 2, Vice President 3, 4; Com-
muters Club I, Treasurer 3, 4; Home Economics
3,4.
43 Birch Street, Marblehead
Home Economics 2, 3, 4; Gatepost Staff 3, Copy
Editor 4; A'Kempis 2; Hilltop Players 3, 4; Library
Council 3, 4.
29 Haveloclc Road, Worcester
Red Cross I; Glee Club I; A'Kempis I, 2, 3, 4;
Hilltop Players I, 4; Harvard Hockey I, 2; May
Day Script Chairman 2; Junior Prom Chairman 3;
A.A. I, Secretary 2, 3, 4; Executive Secretary-
Treasurer of Massachusetts S.T.C. Women's Athletic
Conference 3, Judiciary Board 3; Delegate to New
England-New York Conference of Professional
Schools 3; Chairman C.C.C. 4.
47 Wendell Street, Cambridge
Commuters Club I, 2; A'Kempis I, 2, Treasurer
3, 4; Home Economics 3, 4.
49 Richardson Road, Melrose
Home Economics I, 2, 3, 4; A'Kempis I, 2, 3, 4;
Y.W.C.A. I, 2; Class Secretary I, Vice President 4;
May Day Court 2; Junior Prom Court 3.
382 Central Street, Saugus
Home Economics I, 2, 3, 4; A'Kempis I, 2, 3, 4.
97 Harrishof Street, Boston
Home Economics I, 2, 3, 4; Y.W.C.A. I, 2, 3, 4.
60 Downing Street, Worcester
Home Economics I, 2, 3, 4; Commuters' Club I, 2.
66 Cumberland Street, Springfield
Commuters Club I; Home Economics I, 2, 3; Fine
Arts I, 2, 3, 4; A.A. I, 2, 3, 4; Harvard Field
Hockey 2, 3, 4.
47 Foss Road, Gardner
Home Economics I, 2, 3, 4; Y.W.C.A. I, 2, 3, 4;
Gate Post Staff 3, 4.
126 Porter Street, Watertown, Conn.
A.A. 3, 4; Home Economics 3, 4; Y.W.C.A. Pro-
gram Chairman 3, Conference delegate 4.
ROUGEAU, ANITA
ROURKE, WINIFRED
29 East Street, Framingham
Yale Basketball I, 2, 3, 4; A.A. I, 2, 3, 4; Y.W.C.A.
I; Commuters' Club I, 2, 3, 4; Home Economics
3, 4; A'Kempis 3, 4.
59 Irving Street, Waltham
Commuters' Club I, 2, 3; A'Kempis I, 2, 3, 4;
Home Economics 2, 3, 4; Hilltop Players 4; Co-
chairman Faculty, Senior Tea 4.
RUTLEDGE, HELEN
SCHOLES, NATALIE
SKAMARYCZ, ANN
SKINNER, ELIZABETH
STEVENS, RUTH
SWEENEY, ADELAIDE
SWEET, VIRGINIA
TAVARES. LOUISE
TIMON, DOROTHY
TRACY, MARGARET
5 Gareau Avenue, Ware
Gate Post Staff 3, 4; A.A. I, 2, 3, 4; Y.W.C.A. I,
3; Home Economics I, 2, 3, 4.
34 Garnet Street, Fitchburg
Home Economics 3, 4; Junior Prom Queen 3.
40 Crawford Street, Gardner
Home Economics I, 2, 4; A'Kempis I, 2, 3, 4;
A. A. 2; Hilltop Players 4.
193 Westminister Avenue, Arlington
Library Council 2; Y. W. C. A. 2, 3, 4; Home
Economics 2, 3, President 4; C. C. C. 4; Student
Co-Operative 4.
24 Durant Road, Wellesley
Glee Club 3, 4; Home Economics 4.
2173 Dorchester Avenue, Dorchester
A'Kempis I, 2, 3, 4; Commuters' Club I, 2, 3, 4;
Home Economics 3, 4.
123 Chestnut Street, Gardner
Home Economics I, 2, 3, 4; Glee Club I, 2, 3, 4;
Y. W. C. A. 4; Red Cross I, 2, Treasurer 3, 4;
Chemistry Assistant 4.
I 164 Main Street, Acushnet
Home Economics I, 2, Treasurer 3, 4; Glee Club
I, 2, 3, 4; Hilltop Players 2, 3, Vice-President 4;
A. A. 2, 3, 4; Y. W. C. A. 2, 3, 4; Chairman Cap
and Gown Committeee 4.
3 I Moore Avenue, Worcester
A.A. I, 2, 3, 4; A'Kempis 1, 2, 3, 4; Yale Field
Hockey I, 2, 3, 4; Home Economics 2, 3, 4; Hilltop
Players 2, 3, 4; Secretary-Treasurer Crocker 3;
Dial, Assistant Literary Editor 3, Advertising Editor
4.
13 Griswold Court, Uxbridge
A'Kempis 2, 3, 4; Home Economics 2, 3, 4; Hilltop
Players 4.
SENIOR VOCATIONALS
BILLINGS, NORMA
COLE, JEANNE
CONNORS, PATRICIA
ESTABROOK, WENDOLYN
HARRIMAN, PHYLISS
22 Thaxter Road, Newtonville
Commuters' Club I, 2, 3, 4; Home Economics 4;
A.A. 4.
A'Kempis I, 2, 3, 4.
Ferry Hill, Granby
95 Whitcomb Avenue, Jamaica Plain
A'Kempis I, Treasurer 2, Vice-President 3, Secre-
tary 4; Commuters' Club I, 2, 3, 4; Home Econo-
mics 3, 4.
90 School Street, Saugus
Y.W.C.A. I, 2, 3, 4; Glee Club 2, 3, 4; Home
Economics I, 2, 3, 4; Gate Post Staff I, Conference
Delegate 2, 3, Assistant Business Manager 3, Make-
up Editor 4; Curriculum Committee 4; Delegate to
Teachers' College Conference 4.
9 Grove Street, Shelburne Falls
Commuters' Club I; Y.W.C.A. 2, 3, 4; Home
Economics 2, 3, 4.
KEAVENEY, DOROTHEA
LAVALLE, BARBARA
LEWIS, JANET
LILLYMAN, NANCY
MILLS, DORIS
NICOL, EVELYN
STOWELL, AUDREY
I 14 School Street, Waltham
Commuters' Club I, 2, 3, 4; A'Kempis I, 2, 3, 4;
Home Economics I, 4; Class Treasurer 3; Chemis-
try and Biology Council 4.
15 Holland Street, Springfield
Home Economics I, 2, 3, 4; Y.W.C.A. I, 2, 3, 4.
215 Highland Avenue, Arlington
Harvard Cheerleader I; Harvard Field Hockey 2;
A'Kempis I, 2, Delegate 3, 4; Hilltop Players 3, 4;
Judiciary Board 2; Dial Assistant Business Manager
3; Field Day Chairman 3.
23 Gilmore Street, Foxboro
Yale Cheerleader I ; Basketball Captain 4; Modern
Dance 2, Manager 3, 4; Harvard-Yale Banquet
Chairman 3; Field Day Chairman 4; A'Kempis I, 2,
3, 4; Hilltop Players 1,4; A.A. I, 2, 3, 4.
105 Warren Street, Needham
Commuters' Club I, 4; A'Kempis I, 3, 4; Home
Economics 4; A.A. 4.
28 Locust Street, Merrimac
Y.W.C.A. I, 2, Treasurer 3, 4; Glee Club I, 2,
Secretary 3, 4; Choir I, 2, 3, 4; Home Economics
I, 2, 3, 4; Red Cross 3, 4; Chemistry Council 2;
Curriculum Committee 3; Budget Committee 4;
Co-Chairman Stunt Night 2.
New Salem
A.A. I, 2; Home Economics I, 2, 3, 4; Harvard
Basketball 2.
ELEMENTARY
ANDLEMAN, ESTELLE
BERGMAN, ANNA
BUCKINGHAM, ROBERTA
CARTER, ALICE
CARTER, JOAN
CHEVERIE, JEANNETTE
CLARK, JEAN
167 Elm Street, Cambridge
Commuters' Club I; Hilltop Players I, 2; A.A. I;
Gate Post 3, Business Manager 4, Dial Art 3;
Publicity 4; N.S.A. Travel Representative 4.
7 Ellestuen Road, Worcester
Glee Club I, 2, 3, 4; A.A. I, 2, 3; Modern Dance
2, Manager 3; Library Council 2; May Day, Chair-
man of Music and Dancing; Y.W.C.A. 2, Vice
President 3, President 4; Gate Post 3, Distribution
Manager 4; C.C.C. 4; Student Cooperative 4.
Bow Road, Wayland
Glee Club 3, 4; Modern Dance 3, 4; Y.W.C.A. 4.
Maple Street, Sherborn
Glee Club I, 2, Vice President 3, President 4;
Choir I, 2, 3, 4; Commuters' Club I, 2 3 4;
Y.W.C.A. 4; C.C.C. 4; Student Co-Operative 4.
Glee Club
Editor 4.
Maple Street, Sherborn
Y.W.C.A. 2, 3, 4; Dial, Art 3, Art
55 Tacoma Street, Hyde Park
A'Kempis I, 2, 3,4; A.A. 4.
136 Ruthven Street, Boston
Commuters' Club I ; Y.W.C.A. 4; Gate Post 4.
COONEY, NANCY 99 Jason Street, Arlington
A'Kempis I, 2, 3, 4; Class Vice-President I; Presi-
dent 2; Harvard Cheerleader I; Hilltop Players I,
4; Chairman Sophomore Hop 2; May Day Com-
mittee 2; W.S.S.F. Chairman 3; A.A. 4; Student
Co-Operative 2, Secretary 3, President 4; C.C.C.
3,4.
CORCORAN, CLARE 35 Richardson Road, Belmont
A'Kempis I, 2, 3, 4; A.A. I, 2, 3, 4; Commuters'
Club I, 2, Secretary 3, President 4; Yale Hockey
2, 3, 4; Red Cross I, 2, 3, 4; Student Co-Operative
4; C.C.C. 4.
DENSMORE, PEARLE Waveney Farm, Framingham
Hilltop Players I, 2; Commuters' Club I, 2, 3, 4;
Glee Club 3, 4.
DUTCH, IRMA
ELBERY, CLAIRE
58 Eleanor Street, Chelsea
A.A. I, 2, 3, 4; Chairman Junior-Freshman Party
3, Hilltop Players I, 2, 3, 4; Student Co-Operative
4; Chairman of Freshman Handbook 4.
7 Fairview Avenue, Cambridge
Commuters' Club I, 2, Co-Chairman of Banquet
3, 4; A.A. 2; A'Kempis 3, 4; Gate Post 4.
GEARY, PHYLLIS
GOODMAN, JEAN
GRADY, VIRGINIA
GROGAN, PATRICIA
HAVELES, ALICE
HEADBURG, ALICE
HIGGINS, NORMA
HETHERTON, MARY
HOLMES, ELEANOR
JOYCE, DOROTHY
KENNEDY, MARGARET
KINSMAN, LUCILLE
LARKIN, CONSTANCE
LE BLANC, PATRICIA
6 Petter Place, Foxboro
A'Kempis I, 2, 3, 4; Commuters' Club 3; Gate
Post 3, 4.
79 Elm Avenue, Holliston
Y.W.C.A. 2; Treasurer 3, 4.
7 West Pine Street, Medford
A'Kempis I, 2, 3, 4; Commuters' Club I, 2, 3, 4;
Gate Post 2, 3, 4; Glee Club 2, 3, 4.
72 Congreve Street, Roslindale
Commuters' Club I, 2; A'Kempis I, 2, 3, 4; A.A.
I, 2, 3, 4; Modern Dance 2, 3; Student Co-Opera-
tive 4; C.C.C. 4; Class President 4.
39 Calumet Street, Boston
Commuters' Club I, 2; Y.W.C.A. 3, 4; Library
Council, Chairman 4; Student Co-Operative 4.
I I Gates Avenue, Marlboro
Commuters' Club I, 2, 3, 4.
144 Larch Road, Cambridge
Commuters' Club 3, 4; A'Kempis 4.
I 10 Dartmouth Street, Dartmouth
A'Kempis 4; Commuters' Club 4.
67 Marion Road, Watertown
Commuters' Club 2, 3, 4; Red Cross 2, 3; Y.W.C.A.
3.
36 Belvidere Avenue, Holyoke
A'Kempis I, 2, 3, 4; Quiet and Order Committee
I; A.A. I; Delegate to R.I. State College Model
Congress 2; Glee Club 3, 4; Peirce Hall Secretary
2; Gate Post, Subscription Editor 4; Class President
3; C.C.C. 3; Student Co-Operative 3; Co-Chair-
man Stunt Night 4; May Day Court 2.
I 14 Green Street, Needham
A'Kempis Club I, 2, 3, 4; Commuters' Club I, 2,
3, 4; Gate Post 3, 4.
53 Court Street, Newtonville
Commuters' Club I, 2, 3, 4; A'Kempis I, 2, 3, 4;
Hilltop Players 3, 4; Red Cross 4.
656 Adams Street, Dorchester
Commuters' Club I, 2, 3; A'Kempis I, 2, 3, 4; Co-
Chairman Stunt Night 4; Gate Post 3, 4; Dial,
Literary Editor 4.
101 Francis Street, Waltham
Commuters' Club I, 2; A'Kempis I, 2, 3, 4; Gate
Post 2; Art Editor 3; Dial 3, Photography Editor 4;
Hilltop Players 2, 3, 4.
LILLIS, JEANNE
LOOMER, BERTHA
LOVE, JEANNE
McCANN, MARY
McGUFFIN, MARIANNA
McNAMARA, LORRAINE
MITCHELL, NANCY
MURPHY, DOROTHY
PARKER, WINIFRED
PASCALE, NORMA
PICKARD, ANNE
12 Willow Street, Waltham
A'Kempis Club I, 2, 3, 4; Commuters' Club I, 2,
3, 4.
22 Pearl Street, Framingham
Commuters' Club 2, 3, 4; A'Kempis 2, 3; May Day
Court 2.
29 Loveland Road, Broolcline
Commuters' Club I, 2, 3, 4; A'Kempis I, 2, 3, 4;
Hilltop Players I; Delegate to Model Congress 2;
Gate Post 2, 3.
Boston Road, Southboro
Commuters' Club I, 2, 3, 4; A'Kempis 1,2, 3, 4;
Glee Club 2, 3, 4; Chairman Christmas Decora-
tions 4.
150 Newtonville Avenue, Newtonville
Y.W.C.A. I, 2; Quiet and Order Committee 2;
Delegate to Model Congress 2; A.A. 2, 3; Gate
Post 3, 4; Stunt Night Co-Chairman 3; Harvard
Field Hockey 3, 4; Horace Mann Treasurer 4;
Class Secretary 4.
34 Lincoln Street, Manchester
A'Kempis I, 2, 3, 4; Glee Club I, 2, 3, 4; Choir 3.
12 Palmer Street, Arlington
Commuters' Club I, 2; A'Kempis I, 2, 3, 4; Library
Council 3.
Hampden Road, Monson
Red Cross I, A'Kempis I, 2, 3, 4; Hilltop Players
3, 4; Gate Post 3, 4.
427 Huron Avenue, Cambridge
A'Kempis Club I, 2, 3, 4; Commuters' Club I, 2,
3,4.
4 Belmont Avenue, Monson
Hilltop Players I; Y.W.C.A. I, 2, 3, 4; Commuters'
Club 1,2, 3,4; Gate Post 3.
13 Bartlett Crescent, Broolcline
A'Kempis I, 2, 3, 4; A.A. I, 2, 3, 4; Quiet and
Order Committee I; Library Council 2.
READ, BARBARA
REARDON, M. JOAN
Y.W.C.A. 4.
Warren Street, Littleton
249 Harvard Street, Wollaston
A'Kempis 2, 4; Glee Club 3, 4; Quiet and Order
Committee 2, Chairman 4.
RUSSELL, ELEANOR 96 Robbins Road, Watertown
SAVAGE, BEVERLY
SAVAGE, MARTHA
SEARS, KATHERINE
SHEAY, MILDRED
SHEPHERD, AUDREY
SLAMIN, PHYLLIS
SMITH, ALICE
SMITH, LEONA
SULLIVAN, ANNE C.
SULLIVAN, RUTH
THOMAS, CATHERINE
WARE, RUTH
WHITNEY, DOROTHY
ZAPONE, DORIS
329 Franklin Street, Framingham
Glee Club I, 2, 3, 4; A.A. I, 2, 3, 4; Commuters'
Club I, 2, 3, 4; Harvard Basketball I, 2; Gate Post
I, Associate Editor 2, Editor 3, 4; Class Vice-Presi-
dent 3; Chairman Stunt Night 3; Student Co-
operative 3, 4.
51 Mechanic Street, Holliston
83 School Street, Belmont
A.A. I, 2; Y.W.C.A. 3, 4; Harvard Hockey I, 2,
Captain 3, 4; May Queen 2; Student Co-Operative
Treasurer 3; First Vice-President 4; Class Treasurer
I ; Secretary 2.
41 Union Street, Watertown
Commuters' Club I, 2, 3, 4; A'Kempis Club I, 2, 3,
4; Gate Post 3.
35 Hardy Avenue, Watertown
Red Cross I; Commuter's Club 3, 4; A'Kempis 4.
192 Warren Street, Waltham
A'Kempis I, 2, 3, 4; Commuter's Club I, 2, 3, 4;
Red Cross I, 2, 3, 4; Gate Post 2, 3; May Day
Court 2.
307 Park Street, West Roxbury
Commuter's Club 1,2,3, 4; A'Kempis 1,2,3, 4.
148 Weston Road
A'Kempis I, 2, 3, 4; Commuter's Club I, 2, 3, 4;
Red Cross I, 2, 3, 4.
65 Bellevue Street, Newton
A'Kempis I, 2, 3, 4; Red Cross I, 2, 3; Commuter's
Club 1,2,3,4.
288 North Main Street, Natick
Y.W.C.A. I, 2, 3, 4; Red Cross I, 2, 3; Commuter's
Club 4; A.A. I, 2; Modern Dance 3.
837 Great Plain Avenue, Needham
A.A. I, 2, Board 3, 4; Y.W.C.A. 2, 3, 4; Harvard
Hockey 3, 4; Modern Dance 3, 4; Gate Post 3, 4;
Chairman Smoking Room Committee 3, 4.
120 Auburndale Avenue, West Newton
Commuter's Club I, 2, 3, 4; A'Kempis Club I, 2,
3, 4; Glee Club 2.
PATRONS AND PATRONESSES
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Atchison
Mr. and Mrs. Oswald C. Vachon
Mr. and Mrs. Archibald Cameron
Mrs. Frank J. Sweeney
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Lewis
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Knight
Mr. and Mrs. Fred C. Carter
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Vogel
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen J. VonEuw
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Aries
Mrs. John E. Rourke
Mr. John J. Donagher
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Videon
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Niro
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph J. Kenney
Mr. Herman J. Courtemanche
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Cobb
Mr. John J. D. McCormick
Mrs. John B. Horrigan
Mr. and Mrs. William Mason
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Bollenback
Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Coie
Mr. William Rice
Mrs. Mary Regan
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Lees
Mr. and Mrs. Abraham Andelman
Mr. and Mrs. William R. Murphy
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Rougeau
Mrs. Mildred George
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Jensen
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Laurence
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Skamarycz
Mrs. Charles J. Moran
Mr. Lawrence J. Daignault
Mrs. Helen Page
Mr. and Mrs. James Higgins
Mr. Ashley Arnott
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Guiney
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh T. McCann
Mr. and Mrs. John H. McTiernan
Mr. and Mrs. William P. Evans
Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Corcoran
Mrs. Esther Billings
Mr. and Mrs. William Paul Elbery
Mr. and Mrs. Merritt H. Buckingham
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Muse
Mr. and Mrs. Albert D. Riopel
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur J. Lillis Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Quirk
Mr. and Mrs. Chester D. Shepherd
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Wolfe
Mr. and Mrs. William Murphy
Dr. and Mrs. Keirans
Mr. and Mrs. David V. Trudeau
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar O. Parker
Mr. and Mrs. Percy William Pickard
Mr. and Mrs. Hartwell Fleming
Mr. and Mrs. William Galvin
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Stowell
Mr. and Mrs. Michael P. Ryan
Mr. and Mrs. William Cole
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel J. O'Connor
Mrs. Michael E. Tracy
Mr. and Mrs. G-. L Schube
Mr. and Mrs. Charles V. Carroll
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel F. Kennedy
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Sapp
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Mansfield
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Nelson
Mr. and Mrs. Leighton A. Foster
Mrs. Grace Y. McGuffin
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Biatek
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph A. Flaherty
Mr. and Mrs. Avelino R. Tavares
Mr. and Mrs. Walter M. Driscoll
Mr. and Mrs. Norman B. Ellison
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Taft
Mr. and Mrs. George Freeman Jr.
Mr. Desmond M. Collins
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Giglio
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Joyce
Mrs. Winifred R. Sunter
Mr. and Mrs. Guy W. Ellison
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Lindstol
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Copeland
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Duncan
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H. Menten
Dr. and Mrs. Charles D. Frizzell
Mr. and Mrs. Francis V. Casey
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar A. Bergman
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bernhardt
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sylvester
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Scholes
Mr. and Mrs. Henry G. Taff
Mr. and Mrs. Harold E. Bond
Mrs. Frances Kohrs
Dr. and Mrs. John T. Saunders
Mr. and Mrs. Harold N. Cooney
Mr. and Mrs. Harry A. Boyle
Mr. and Mrs. James F. Timon
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Fini
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Mitchell
PROFESSIONAL PAGE
Albert Arbetter M.D.
Jean Avery M.D.
Louis Badia M.D.
Joseph Berman M.D.
John J. Brady
,
Lawyer
Bruce R. Brown M.D.
John Carchio D.M.D.
William Carnicelli D.M.D.
Maurice Costin M.D.
Arthur W. Ewing D.M.D.
Curtis Farrington D.M.D.
Joseph Ferrucci M.D.
Hugh Folsom M.D.
Eugene Gaston M.D.
Lawrence Hirsch M.D.
Stanley Hunter D.M.D.
Leon Leshay D.M.D.
T. W. Mc Kinnon D.M.D.
Vincent Pollina Jr Podiatrist
H. B. Randall D.M.D.
E. F. Regan M.D.
Mervin Weitz D.M.D.
Eliot Zigelbaum D.M.D.
JUNIORS
HOME ECONOMICS
Adams, Phyllis, 6 Fairfax Street, Shrewsbury
Anderson, Betty Joan, 39 South Street, Shrewsbury
Aragona, Mary L, 218 Riverside Avenue, Medford
Ballard, Barbara A., 772 New Boston Road, Fall River
Blakelock, Anne M., 57 Foster Road, Belmont
Borden, Virginia M., 10 Woodland Avenue, Medford
Bushee, E. Mary, 553 Park Avenue, Revere
Charest, Phyllis M., 138 Richmond Avenue, Worcester
Clark, Arline N., 60 Monmount Avenue, West Medford
Counihan, Ruth M., 724 W. Roxbury Parkway, W. Roxbury
Dight, Carolyn, 178 Thompson Street, Springfield
Felker, Joanne F., 12 Hickory Road, Wellesley
Fiset, Fransesca, 24 Tahanto Road, Worcester
Freeman, Ruth, 159 Franklin Street, Westfield
Hayward, Jane, 22 Woods Road, North Medford
Hertel, Lois, 45 Pleasant Street, North Walpole
Holmes, Beverly, 387 Grove Street, Fall River
Hourihan, Marilyn, 19 Bonad Road, West Roxbury
Jensen, Germaine, 4 Perkins Street, Gloucester
Johnson, Ruth, 46 Hudson Street, Milton
Karl, Ruth, Pleasant Street, Granby
Kearns, Jeanne, 35 Richview Street, Dorchester
King, Paula, 9 Franklin Terrace, Melrose
Kissling, Mary, 365 Washington Street, Brighton
Lawrence, Barbara, Horseneck Road, Dartmouth
Lees, Barbara, Westport Point
Lindstol, Barbara, 46 Fernwood Avenue, Revere
Lovelace, Doris, Essex Street, Middleton
Macchi, Claire, 23 Domenic Street, Milford
Mastrangelo, Eleanor, 85 Knox Street, Springfield
Mazzarelli, Alberta, 15 Genoa Avenue, Milford
McCabe, Evelyn, 12 Arnold Circle, Cambridge
McCoomb, Dorothy, 20 Grove Street, Fall River
McCoy, Rosemary, 62 Harretts Road, Concord
Menten, Mary E., 156 Emerson Street, Melrose
Nee, Barbara, 420 Summer Street, East Boston
Niro, Ann, 12 Mechanic Street, Milford
Olgilvie, Nancy, Groton
Pratt, Carol, 185 Whitman Street, Elmwood
Ratta, Mary, Mary, 139 Adams Avenue, West Medford
Reagan, Elizabeth, 723 Prospect Street, Fall River
Richardson, Beverly, West Acton
Ryan, Elizabeth, 176 Park Street, Fall River
Sasso, Helen, 47 Waite Street Ext^ Maiden
Sayre, Patricia, 27 Converse Avenue, Maiden
Turner, Cynthia, 18 Braddock Park, Boston
Wilkinson, Mary, 188 Menlo Street, Brockton
Wong, Edith, 10 Oxford Place, Boston
Zaruba, Olga, 21 West Street, Norwood
HOME ECONOMICS SPECIAL
MacKenzie, Marilyn, 153 Hemenway Street, Boston
ELEMENTARY SPECIALS
Leonard, Joyce, 9 Washington Street, Monson
Morgan, Christine L., 18 Cook Street. Fairhaven
Ruskin, Phyllis N., 107 University Road, Brookline
ELEMENTARY
Ainsworth, Virginia, 20 North Street, Grafton
Andelman, Evelyn, 54 Fayette Street, Cambridge
Blood, Barbara, 22 Interval Road, Wellesley Hills
Bowden, Janesse, 17 Sterling Road, Waltham
Brady, Anne, 186 Arborway, Jamaica Plain
Callahan, Mary, 5 Greenville Road, Watertown
Callander, Olga, 2464 Washington Street, Boston
Casey, Mary, 179 Lexington Avenue, Cambridge
Ciampa, Virginia, 16 Howe Street, Hudson
Copeland, Janet, 67 Pine Street, Leicester
Corcoran, Joan, 613 Heath Street, Brookline
Curley, Mary, 48 Alexander Street, Framingham
Daopoulos, Aspasia, 36 Devens Street, Marlboro
Desmond, Catherine, 67 Carroll Street, Watertown
Donnelly, Marie, 33 Hunt Street, Watertown
Duncan, Barbara, 7 Park Circle, Arlington
Emerton, Florence, 217 Common Street, Watertown
Evans, Helena, Canal Street, Medway
Fahey, Marjorie, 79 Main Street, Hudson
Flemming, Barbara, 31 Cedar Avenue, Arlington
Foley, Patricia A., 42 Highland Street, Framingham
Fulton, Helen E., 92 Hovey Street, Watertown
Grove, Jean, Holliston Street, Medway
Grund, Carolyn, 18 Willard Road, Brookline
Herman, Shirley, 81 Waverly Street, Roxbury
Hughes, Clare, 93 School Street, Belmont
Kelly, Kathleen, 34 Harvard Street, Natick
Kennedy, Josephine, 551 Brookline Avenue, Brookline
Kennedy, Mary, 2 Park Street, Hopkinton
Landry, Carol, 72 Bradford Road, Watertown
Lavin, Kathryn, 244 Grant Street, Framingham
Love, Jeanne, 29 Loveland Road, Brookline
Lund, Alice, 275 Bryn Mawr Avenue, Auburn
Lyons, Mary, 48 Evans Street, Watertown
Mack, Teresa, 50 Brush Hill Road, Milton
Maroni, Patricia, 44 Day Hill Road, Framingham
McCabe, Ann, 14 Hovey Street, Watertown
McCabe, Pauline, 79 Lincoln Street, Marlboro
McCall, Dolores, 47 Green Street, Watertown
McCarthy, Frances, 82 Cedar Street, Framingham
McGee, Anne, 15 Manning Street. Marlboro
Mealey, Louise, 81 Franklin Street, Brookline
Moriarty, Eleanor A., 15 Hutchinson Street, Cambridge
Morrison, Mary J., 75 Cedarwood Avenue, Waltham
Nelson, Bettie, 8 Sherburne Road, Lexington
Norton, Grace, 239 Robbins Road, Waltham
O'Neill, Maureen, 149 Trapello Road, Belmont
Petty, Jane, 22 Union Street, Marlboro
Prophet, Jean L., 210 Walnut Street, Wellesley Hills
Rose, Nancy L., 8 Spruce Avenue, Cambridge
Scahill, Patricia, 33 Charles Street, West Medway
Schults, Betty M.. 174 South Main Street, Natick
Searl, Marian G., 41 Sawin Street, Marlboro
Stone, Barbara, 44 Pope Street, Hudson
Sullivan, Helen M., 35 Calumet Street, Roxbury
Taylor, Barbara, Flax Pond Colony, Dennis
Tuohy, Mary T., 66 Francis Street, Boston
Volk, Anne E., 35 Marlboro Street, Dedham
White, Mary J., 31 Hardy Avenue, Watertown
JUNIORS
VOCATIONALS
Bedell, Margaret A., 48 Burlington Avenue, Wilmington
Billings, Norman A., 22 Thaxter Road, Newtonville
Ferris, Dorothy J., 5 Madison Avenue, Newtonville
MacDonald, Claire, I I Bonard Road, West Roxbury
O'Donnell, Mary E., 130 May Street, Worcester
Shea, Margaret, 20 Maple Street, Dalton
Stephens, Betty, 917 Main Street, Dalton
Wise, Irene, State Road, Phillipton
Robbins, Doris, 261 Beech Street, Belmont
Scott, Nancy, 301 New Boston Road, Fall River
Stoughton, Janet, South East Street, Amherst
Sullivan, Mary, 26 Orchard Street, Somerset Center
Surette, Rose, 23 Grove Street, Hoplcinton
Taft, Harriet, 29 Carney Street, Uxbridge
Toloczko, Mary, 55 Central Avenue, Hyde Park
Turner, Marilyn L, 196 Main Street, East Northfield
Videon, Sally, Woodside Avenue, Wellesley
West, Norma, Woods Hole
Williamson, Louisa, 58 Pleasant Street, Ashland
Wolfe, Jane M., 47 Arlington Street, Fitchburg
SOPHOMORES
HOME ECONOMICS
Altemus, Joan, 64 Hayes Avenue, Lowell
Baron, Annabelle, 18 Vesta Road, Dorchester
Bolton, Caroline, 61 Dartmouth Street, New Bedford
Boyle, Sarah, 15 Myrtle Street, Clinton
Brunton, Bonnie, 105 Birds Hill Avenue, Needham
Burke, Jean E., 70 Tecumseh Street, Fall River
Colleran, Mary, 12 Packard Avenue, Dorchester
Dardis, Jacqueline, 22 Chatham Street, Cambridge
Davis, Helen, East Road, Orange
Denn, Marie, 20 Jackson Street, Northampton
Dillin, Joan E., 47 Richardson Road, Belmont
Elberry, Anne, 12 Malton Road, Brighton
Farrell, Elizabeth, 69 Surry Street, Brighton
Forrest, Olive A., Chatham
Fraser, Frances, 48 Chestnut Street, Cambridge
Griffin, Patricia M., 102 Dwinell Street, West Roxbury
Hession, Ruth, 9 Doane Street, Fitchburg
Holmes, Irene, 33 Granite Street, Ashland
Hughes, F. Shirley, 268 Pearl Street, Springfield
Jackson, Joan, 384 E. Broadway, Haverhill
Jacobs, Jean A., Horse Pond Road, Shirley Center
Johnson, Eleanor, 66 High Street, Milford
Keirans, Nancy, U. S. Veterans Hospital, Rutland Heights
Kelley, Barbara, 740 Newton Street, Brookline
Kelliher, Joan, 31 Victory Avenue, Milton
Kenneally, Virginia M., 155 Train Street, Neponset
Knight, Barbara, 33 Walnut Street, Arlington
Lacey, Janet E.
;
337 Pleasant Street, Holyoke
Mahoney, Barbara, 214 Tremont Street, Newton
Maloney, Shirley, 5 Clifton Street, Worcester
Mason, Phyllis, 534 Central Street, Framingham
McAvoy, Nancy, 91 Saint Rose Street, Jamaica Plain
Nicholson, Maruorie, 138 Main Street, Holden
O'Connor, Mary, 93 Woodbridge Street, South Hadley
Phillips, Janice, 59 Freedom Street, Fall River
Pontes, Hope, Marvel Street, Swansea
Psomiades, Efthemia, 189 Millside Street, Roxbury
Ouinn, Phyllis, 8 Warren Square, Jamaica Plain
Regan, Marie, 12 Fairland Street, Roxbury
Roach, Anne, I 13 Central Street, Auburn
ELEMENTARY
Adams, Elizabeth, Main Street, Edgartown
Ashners, Pauline, 73 Gardner Street, Waltham
Augustine, Anna, 54 Strate Road, North Dartmouth
Alyward, Jeanne, 48 Auburn Street, Waltham
Baron, Marlene, 18 Vesta Road, Dorchester
Brennan, Barbara, 15 Clearwater Road, Brookline
Brokaw, Betty, 18 Glenview Street, Upton
Burns, Dorothy, 380 Parker Street, Newton Center
Campbell, Margaret, 26 Circuit Avenue, Newton
Carey, Arlene, I I Walden Court., Maiden Highlands
Clancy, Frances, 28 Maple Street, North Bellingham
Concannon, Anne, 279 Linwood Avenue, Newtonville
Crosby, Shirley, 22 Garcner Road, Brookline
Curry, Ellen, 21 South Emerson Street, New Bedford
De Mensis, Mildred, 30 Cedar Street, Wellesley Hills
Des Roches, Priscilla, 33 Pleasant Street, Newton Center
Destefano, Eleanor, 141 Pleasant Street, Newton Center
Dolan, Anne, 94 Lincoln Street, Marlboro
Ellis, Nancy, 105 Westbourne Terrace, Brookline
Ellison, Charlotte, Amherst Street, Granby
Faris, Janet, I 17 Curve Street, Millis
Farrar, Marilyn, 30 Main Street, Topsfield
Firth, Mary, 36 Loveland Road, Brookline
Flagg, Marcia, East Main Street, Medfield
Flanagan, Joan, 24 Waterhouse Street, Somerville
Fleming, Mary, 333 Trapelo Road, Belmont
Flynn, Agnes W., 17 Stockton Street, Dorchester
Flynn, Anne, B., 240 Summer Street, Watertown
Ford, Mary, 23 Hutchinson Street, Cambridge
Gately, Marie, 119 Edinboro Street, Marlboro
Gilfoil, Grace, 16 Hovey Street, Watertown
Greenidge, Evelyn, 44 Warwick Street, Boston
Hazen, Norma, Hayden Rowe Street, Hoplcinton
Hein, Jacqueline, 103 Shawmut Avenue, Boston
Jamieson, Ruth, 66 North Street, Somerville
Kane, Barbara, 54 Parklawn Road, West Roxbury
Kenney, Anne, Maple Street, Hopkinton
Kimball, Norma, 20 Foster Street, Arlington
Kirby, Theresa, 100 Milford, West Medway
Law/i, Dorothy, 48 Gay Street, Newtonville
Leahy, Jeanne, 147 Summer Street, Newton Center
Leonard, Sara, 17 Barrows Street, Dedham
Mahoney, Patricia, 23 Jonothan Street, New Bedford
Mansfield, Ann, 179 Kent Street, Brookline
Martin, Maureen, 25 Forest Avenue, Greenfield
Matto, Ruth, Middlesex Street, Burlington
McDonald, Helene. I I Spring Street, Westboro
McDonnell, Gertrude, 23 French Terrace, Watertown
McGrail, Eleanor, 30 Jackson Road, Belmont
McGrath, Alice, 182 Lewis Road, Belmont
Monti, Clara, 41 Essex Street, Cambridge
Moran, Mary, 6 Atherton Street, Naticlc
Morel, Mary, 364 Main Street, Hudson
Morrison, Kathleen, 25 Lovell Road, Watertown
Mulhern, Anne, 58 Sheldon Street, Maiden
Mullin, Anne, 302 Clyde Street, Chestnut Hill
Murphy, Louise, 50 Stearns Street L Newton Center
Murphy, Ruth, 72 Congress Street, Amesbury
Nicholas, Bessie, I I Decatur Street, Boston
Niland, Joan, 7 Pendet Street, West Roxbury
Nuhn, Kathleen, 16 Derby Road, Watertown
O'Donnell, Grace, 43 De Wolf Street, New Bedford
O'Donnell, Mary, 81 Ellison Park, Waltham
Porter, Joan, 32 Cary Avenue, Chelsea
Poth, Barbara, 9 Ashworth Terrace, Haverhill
Ramsdell, Elsie Kay, Causeway Street, Millis
Ring, Elaine, 108 Elm Street, Cambridge
Riordan, Mary, 3 Arwick Avenue, Worcester
Ryan, Elizabeth, 77 State Street, Framingham
Santosuosso, Rosa, 63 Main Street, Somerville
Sawica, Genevieve, 94 Pine Street, Cambridge
Schneider, Joanne, 28 Pleasant Street, Hopkinton
Sewell, Marilyn, 78 Cleveland Avenue, Saugus
Sims, Teresa, 14 School Street, Natick
Stanton, Elizabeth, 70 Winthrop Street, Framingham
Stevenson, Mary, I I 10 Chestnut Street, Newton Upper Falls
Strong, Pinella, North Main Street, South Hadley Falls
Sullivan, Edith, 164 Oakley Road, Belmont
Sullivan, Eleanor, 41 Bogandale Road, West Roxbury
Sunter, Barbara, 148 Hartford Terrace, Springfield
Thornton, Jean, 793 Washington Street, Brookline
Timothy, Carol, Orchard Terrace, Framingham
Washburn, Kathryn, 227 Mechanic Street, Marlboro
West, Jean, 39 Prince Street, Brookline
Young, Mary, 29 Bartlett Crescent, Brookline
HOME ECONOMIC SPECIALS
Farher, Anne, 23 Allenwood Street, West Roxbury
Hammond, Patricia, 182 Brigham Street, Hudson
Lucier, Marie, 154 Congress Street, Milford
McCausland, 122 Carlise Street, Lowell
VOCATIONALS
Cousens, Nancy, 28 Mount Vernon Street, Saugus
Gillis, Patricia, 45 Summer Street, Manchester
Griffin, Martha, 67 Ashland Street, Medford
Haas, Joan, 40 Washington Street, Newton
Merriman, Elizabeth, Haverhill Street, North Reading
Norris, Elizabeth, R. F. D., Westhampton
Williams, Joan, 26 Main Street, Northfield
FRESHMEN
HOME ECONOMICS
Allen, Mary, 10 Whitney Street, Brookline
Anderson, Joan, I I Haviland Street, Worcester
Barnes, 69 Grove Street, Milford
Bernhardt, Patricia, Main Street, Townsend
Bollenbach, Ruth, 68 Martin Street, Holyoke
Brillante, Elinor, 10 Grovenor Road, Jamaica
Burns, Veronica, 103 Etna Street, Brighton
Caira, Margaret, 41 Fair Oaks Avenue, Newtonville
Capuzzo, Marguerite, I56R Lexington Street, East Boston
Carey, Virginia, 20 Swan Street, Lawrence
Cavenaugh, Catherine, 79 Wyola Drive, Worcester
Chucka, Mary, 61 Craiwell Avenue, West Springfield
Cloonan, Jean, 4 Reservoir Street, Holden
Collymore, Arlene, 125 Humboldt Avenue, Boston
Croshere, Helen, 250'/2 Robbins Street, Waltham
Daley, Jane, 50 Sherborn Street, Arlington
Dallaire, Sandra, 41 Wesley Road, Framingham
Elbery, Sally, 7 Fairview Avenue, Cambridge
Farnum, Myra, 60 Warren Road, Framingham
Fernandez, Encarnation, 370 Commercial Street, Boston
Fitzgerald, Agnes, Depot Street, Bondsville
Fobes, Dorothy, 110 Reed Street, Rockland
Fraser, Margaret, 48 Chestnut Street, Cambridge
Galvin, Marilyn, 49 Monument Avenue, Charleston
Gibbs, Rlinor, 744 West Roxbury Parkway, Roslindale
Harbeck, Jeanine, 2 Taber Street, Fairhaven
Henderson, Claire, River Road, Lowell
Hope, Sylvia, Westford Road, Concord
Hosey, Barbara, 106 Henshaw Street, Worcester
Hubbard, Ruth, 38 Cedar Street, Fairhaven
Hughes, Carolyn, 279 Common Street, Quincy
Judd, Eleanor, 993 Massachusetts Avenue, Lexington
Katz, Sandra, 37 Alien Street, Boston
Keogh, Margaret, 42 Greenlodge Street, Dedham
Kilgallon, Cecelia, 27 Eastland Road, Jamaica Plain
Laycick, Shirley, 20 Stafford Street, Lawrence
Lawless, Paula, 3 Pembroke Road, Weston
Lowell, Ann, 365 Water Street, Framingham
Lyons, Barbara, School Street, Billerica
Mahoney, Elizabeth, 260 Broadway, Arlington
Manning, M. Kathleen, 753 Edgell Road, Framingham
McCarthy, Mary, 154 Main Street, Hudson
McCormick, Catherine, 37 Lexington Avenue, Holyoke
McDonagh, Claire, 20 Rosemary Street, Boston
McKeever, Ann Marie, 78 Monotomy Road, Arlington
McRoberts, Eleanor, 97 Hill Street, Whitinsville
McTietnan, Joan, 10 Grove Street, Beverly Farms
Moran, Marjorie, 38 Anss Avenue, Canton
Nee, Carol, 349 Lexington Street, Auburndale
Nylandet, Eldine, 93 South Main Street, Athol
O'Brien, Eunice, 41 Pond Circle, Jamaica Plain
O'Connor, Kathleen, 237 Bruce Street, Lawrence
O'Connor, Nancy, 50 Winifred Avenue, Worcester
O'Hare, Ellen, 125 West Street, Mansfield
O'Neill, Marjorie, 17. Oriole Street, West Roxbury
Page, Virginia, 518 South Main Street, Great Barrington
Pimental, Anne, D-Derby Place, Boston
Ouimby, Norma, Washington Street, Middleton
Robinson, Ruth, 2 Shirley Street, Worcester
Rudom, Daurice, 100 Poplar Street, Boston
Russell, Barbara, 24 Grove Street, Westboro
Ryan, Rosemarie, 409 East Seventh Street, South Boston
Schmidt, Barbara, 280 Pleasant Street, East Walpole
Schube, Joan, 25 Dunmoreland Street, Springfield
Sharpies, Eleanore, 95 Rose Hill Way, Waltham
St. John, Elaine, 7 Isabella Street, Worcester
Straw, Marjory, 407 Maple Street, Marlboro
Sweeney, Virginia, 56 Westville Street, Dorchester
Vachon, Anne, 23 Dillon Avenue, Holyoke
Viscott, Nancy, 38 Morseland Avenue, Newton Center
Whitmore, Ann, 40 Barden Hill Road, Middleboro
Winchester, Paula, 6 Arlington Street, Fitchburg
Yeo, Janet, 10 Temple Street, Arlington
ELEMENTARY
Barbone, Victoria, 49 Prentis Street, Watertown
Blanchette, Jean, 65 Leland Street, Pramingham
Bloom, Joanne, 264 Corey Road, Brighton
Bond, Betty, 53 Ash Street, Waltham
Brennan, Barbara, 148 Walter Street, Roslindale
Buckley, Elizabeth, 22 Jean Road, Arlington
Camilla, Victoria, 109 Waverly Street, Ashland
Carmody, Rosemary, 92 Bacon Street, Waltham
Carroll, Martha, 133 Waverly Street, Belmont
Casey, Jean, 120 Collinoota Street, Stoneham
Cobb, Virginia, West Street, Green Harbor
Cole, Joan, 43 Warwick Road, Watertown
Costello, Irette, 22 Winslow Road, Brookline
Cotter, Mary, 142 Shawmut Aven -a, New Bedford
Courtmanche, Claire, 462 Main brreet, Hudson
Cunningham, Patricia, 40 Tennyson Street, West Roxbury
Daley, Jane, 50 Sherborn Street, Arlington
Dalton, Noreen, 14 Thelma Road, Framingham
Delmastro, Jeanne, 997 Beacon Street, Newton Center
Donagher, Frances, 195 Huron Avenue, Cambridge
Donahoe, Cecelia, 5 Fernald Terrace, Dorchester
Donovan, Claire, 23 Townsend Street, Waltham
Duffy, Helen, 29 Bellington Street, Arlington
Dumas, Victoria, Hayden Rowe Street, Hopkinton
Dunphy, Claire, Salem End Road, Framingham
Fifield, Marjorie, 127 Lexington Street, Watertown
Fitzpatrick, Suzanne, 61 Lovers Lane, Medway
Flaherty, Regina, 20 Centennial Place, Saxonville
Frizzell, Jane, 22 Edgemoor Road, Belmont
Games, Anna, 4 Cypress Court, Brighton
George, Carol, 32 Oregon Court, Roxbury
Gilfoil, Irene, 16 Hovey Street. Watertown
Gordon, Jeanne, 32 Hersom Street f Watertown
Harrington, Anne, 396 Court Street, New Bedford
Healy, Patricia, 107 Grant Street, Framingham
Henry, Ethel, 251 Horwell Street, Dorchester
Higgins, Beatrice, 2 Lockland Avenue, Framingham
Hill, Eleanor, 65 Lawrence Street, Framingham
Hogan, Anne, 14 Newport Street, Arlington
Hughes, Lorraine, 34 Tremont Street, Charleston
Jaworek, Jesn, 45 Maple Street, Marlboro
Kannally, Mary Ellen, 959 Main Street, Walpole
Knowlton, Mary, 41 Wood Avenue, Framingham
Kouroyen, Charmaine, 174 Brookline Street, Cambridge
Lanagan, Patricia, 131 Weston Street, Waltham
Leahy, Barbara, 147 Sumner Street, Newton Center
....... „...,.„,,....;., mLeBlanc, Carol, 101 Francis Street, Waltha
Luca, Lorraine, 13 Maple Terrace, Belmont
MacDonald, Sally, 36 Richfield Road, Arlington
Mack, Mildred, 12 Celia Road, West Roxbury
Maloney, Mary, 10 Brimmer Street, Watertown
Martin, Joan, 14 Mansfield Street, Framingham
McDonald, Elizabeth, I I South Crescent Circuit, Brighton
McDonald, Jane, 8 Whittemore Street, Arlington
McGurty, Mary Jane, 119 Palfrey Street, Watertown
McKeon, Janet, 21 Western Avenue, Natick
McKeown, Paula, 627 Washington Street, Abington
McLaughlin, Mary A., 180 Grant Street, Framingham
McLaughlin, Mary B., 161 Mystic Street, Arlington
Mee, Eleanor, 20 Brimmer Street, Watertown
Mobilia, Gloria, 52 Francis Street, Waltham
Murphy, Barbara, 54 Essex Street, Marlboro
Murphy, Sally, 78 Lyman Street, Waltham
Nurney, Margaret, 93 South Main Street, Athol
O'Neil, Ellen, 12 Newport Street, Arlington
Perry, Jane, 962 South Street, Boston
Perry, Patricia, Tucker Road, N. Dartmouth
Quirk, Ann, 60 Eliot Street, Watertown
Rice, Brenda, 1185 Brook Road. Milton
Rideman, Marion, 15 Hatherly Road, Brighton
Robinson, Mary, 35 Central Road, Somerville
Sapp, Alta, I I Malvern Street, Waltham
Saunders, Eileen, 4 Avon Way, Quincy
Shea, Virginia, 22 Glenwood Avenue, Newton Center
Sheffer, Barbara, 25 Dana Road, West Newton
Sullivan, Helen, 53 Cottage Street, Framingham
Sylvester, Jeanne, 14 Aldrich Road, Watertown
Toro, Ida, 19 New Lexington Street, Watertown
Trudeau, Ellen, 52 Greendale Avenue, Marlboro
Vigeant, Mary, 2 Pope Street, Hudson
Vogel, Jane, 14 Thurston Road, Watertown
VonEuw, Ruth, 15 Lawrence Street, Rockville, Conn.
Wanzer, Marjorie, 19 Tower Road, Hingham
Washburn, Barbara, 15 Charles Street, Boston
Yelle, Elizabeth, 532 Worcester Street, WaJlesley Hills
HOME EC. SPECIALS
Corbett, Patricia, 4 Washburn Place, Brookline
Lubin, Sylvia, 126 Kendall Street, Framingham
Mason, Phyllis, 534 Central Street, Framingham
ELEMENTARY SPECIALS
Collins, Marion, 5 Walnut Hill Road, Newton Center
Holbrook, Patricia, 127 Plymouth Street, North Abington
VOCATIONALS
Colbert, Patricia, 10 Kingman Road, Somerville
Cronin, Mary Ellen, 542 Broadway, Fall River
Foster, Barbara, Tauton Avenue, Norton
Gaillardet, Marie, 224 Liberty Street, Rockland
Riopel, Rosemary, 4 Shattuck Street, Worcester
Shiel, Mary Lou, 169 Walnut Street, Brookline
Steele, Lois, 139 Cityview Avenue, West Springfield
Jhii L^-laii Iajook /Kenroduced bu
OFFSET PRINTING
BLUEPRINTS • OZAPRINTS • PHOTOSTATS
OFFSET PRINTING • SUPPLIES FOR THE ARTIST,
DRAFTSMAN. ARCHITECT AND ENGINEER
oss Vjompany
42 Franklin St. Boston 10, Mass.
A NOTE OF THANKS
A yearbook cannot be published by one individual alone, but by many working
harmoniously together.
Those who make this group are the staff, the faculty advisors, parents, advertisers,
printers and photographers.
TO THE STAFF
I wish to thank you for your untiring efforts in attempting to make the yearbook
a success.
TO FACULTY ADVISERS
I wish to thank you for your patience, excellent guidance, and advice.
TO THE PARENTS
I wish to thank you for your genuine interest in us which led to your generous
contributions.
TO THE ADVERTISERS
I wish to thank you for your magnanimous financial assistance.
TO THE PRINTERS AND PHOTOGRAPHERS
I wish to thank you for your unsurpassed cooperation, for which the 1951 Dial staff
will be ever grateful.
Ann Flaherty
Editor
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COMPLIMENTS OF
MEADE LEATHER ED.
CDMPLIMENTS
DF THE
Y.W.CA.
(^omplimenls cr
y\ FRIEND
\Jur ijest to i/fovi
STUDENT CD-DPERATIVE
ASSOCIATION
BEST WISHES IN THE FUTURE CLASS OF 1951
"~Jlw Unnk on //>/ Corner"
FARMERS AND
MECHANICS
SAVINGS BANK
PARK AND FRANKLIN STS
FRAMINGHAM. MASS.
TOLL HOUSE
WHITMAN, MASS.
Route 18
Kenneth & Ruth Wakefield
COMPLIMENTS OF
GORDON MFG. CO.
FRAMINGHAM CTR., MASS.
THREE FRIEND STREET
m-ffOLEYCO
Bosron a mass
Jjoston s Jceal ^/Isk 3tou.se
'
Compliments of
BATE'S STATIONERY
Compliments of
EHRISTY'S, Inc.
Compliments oj
Framingham, Mass.
Compliments of
J. C. PENNEY CO.
Compliments of
KENDALL HOTEL
SOUTH MIDDLESEX
CO-OPERATIVE BANK
FRAMINGHAM, MASSACHUSETTS
The Banlt for Home Folks
GORMAN THEATRE
KENDALL STREET
FRAMINGHAM
Compliments of
LEWIS
FURNITURE CO.
Cc fTipli rner*s of
BARTEAUX
GREENHOUSES
FANNING ANIMAL HOSPITAL
Beverly Farms, Mass.
Compliments of
E. F. P. BURNS, Inc.
100 SUMMER STREET
BOSTON
-Fine Formal & Academic Clothes
for Rental
—
COMPLIMENTS OF THE
a
a.
am
SEND GREETINGS TO THE CLASS OF '51 AS YOU
SET OUT ON NEW ADVENTURES IN LIVING.
OUR SINCERE HOPE IS THAT YOU WILL NEVER
CEASE TO MAINTAIN YOUR LOYAL INTEREST
IN OUR ALMA MATER TO WHICH THIS
ASSOCIATION DEVOTES ITS EFFORTS AND
TO WHOSE GRADUATES GOES A CORDIAL WELCOME,
INVITING THEM TO PARTICIPATE IN ITS CLUBS AND
OTHER ACTIVITIES AND TO ENJOY ITS BENEFITS.
Compliments of
THE ABNER WHEELER HOUSE
CDMPLIMENTS DF THE
HILLTOP PLAYER:
Sincerely yours *?^,
...Since mi^^t^
FRAMINGHAM
National
BANK
MEMBER of FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
ATHLETIC
ASSOCIATION
Lsompliments of
Lincoln Studios
142 PLEASANT STREET
MALDEN, MASS.
Lrortratt [Photographers
COMPLETE PHOTOGRAPHIC
SERVICE TO
THE 1951 DIAL
CLASS OIF 1952
COMPLIMENTS OF
AUGUST D. AUBREY
FRAMINGHAM COAL
CD., Inc.
"A fuel for every purpose
A service for every fuel."
Oil Burners—Automatic—Coal Burners
COKE-FUEL OIL-COAL
3 KENDALL ST, FRAMINGHAM 6121
THE GRACE M. ABBOTT
TEACHERS' AGENCY
Grace M. Abbott, Manager
1 20 BOYLSTON STREET
BOSTON 16, MASS.
Member of National Association of
Teachers Agencies
Compliments of
J. J. NEWBEBBY CO.
Follow your School Activities
in the
FRAMINGHAM NEWS
THE NEW YORK STORE
107 CONCORD STREET
FRAMINGHAM
Compliments of
Framingham Trust Co.
Compliments of
BEATTIE S. McGUIBE, Inc.
Silks - Woolens - Domestic Hosiery
29 TEMPLE PLACE
BOSTON MASSACHUSETTS
Liberty 2-5753
Me yJlde Jowne
()s>ake S^>koppe
WELLESLEY, NEWTON, NEEDHAM,
BRIGHTON, ALLSTON
CARPENTER'S
Quality
Clothing and Furnishinqs
For MEN and BOYS
103 CONCORD ST., FRAMINGHAM
GDODENDUGH AND
RUSSELL CD.
Full Line of Meats
Ripe Hotel Loins our Specialty
Telephones: CApitol 7- 1 906—7- 1907—7-1908
12 SO. SIDE FANEUIL HALL MARKET
BOSTON, MASS.
GARINO'S
HOME APPLIANCE STORE
RECORDS, RADIOS
TELEVISION
61 CONCORD ST.
FRAMINGHAM 5969
LED REPDNEN
INSURANCE AND TRAVEL
AGENCY
GARDNER, MASS
FRAMINGHAM CDAL
CD., Inc.
"A fuel for every purpose
A service for every fuel."
Oil Burners—Automatic—Coal Burners
COKE-FUEL OIL-COAL
3 KENDALL ST, FRAMINGHAM 6121
H. M. NICHOLS & CO., INC.
TYPEWRITERS - ADDING MACHINES
Sold
Rented
Repaired
42 Kend all St. Framingham
FISK TEACHERS' AGENCY
Excellent opportunity for Home
Economics and Grade Teachers
120 BOYLSTON ST.
BOSTON, MASS.
OSest Wishes In the ^jruvtvim
CLASS DF 1353
(^ornptanents of
LEO J. MURRAY CD.
ana
THE MILL STORE
CJmnkttn, II
t
ass.
Compliments of
GEORGE HOWARD
WALLPAPER STUDIO
78 HOLLIS STREET, FRAMINGHAM
Compliments of a
FRIEND
Compliments of
WHITE HARDWARE CO.
FRAMINGHAM
THE CARY TEACHERS' AGENCY
Fiona Hale Cook, Manager
14 BEACON ST.
BOSTON, MASS.
Sewing Savings
start with shopping —
You'll enjoy picking and choosing from the
newest of fabrics
. . .
from New England's
largest assortments of silks, rayons, nylons,
woolens, and cotton! You'll browse leisurely
through the late patterns in floods of natural
daylight! And you'll be over-joyed at our
value-packed prices-always!
THRESHER FABRIES
33 WEST STREET
BOSTON, MASS.
Open Monday 'til 8! Other nights 9:30-5:30
the tfleadwA
LUNCHEON
DINNER
DANCING
IS
Route 9 — Framingham, Mass.
FOR RESERVATIONS
CALL FRAM. 6124
HASTINGS
Men's Shop
FRAMINGHAM
M. R. LOUD AND COMPANY
Housewares - Hardwares
Gift Shop
SOUTH WEYMOUTH, MASSACHUSETTS
Compliments of
MASCIARELLI
JEWELERS
GEORGE T. STEVENS CO.
(L-lectric ^/ppliancei — Joui
32 UNION AVE. FRAMINGHAM
CANCELLATION
SHOE SHOP
Agents for Sandler & Penaljo
SIZES 2-10 WIDTHS AAA-C
COMPLIMENTS OF
Union ^rue. J-^karmaci
CENTRE FOOD MART
939 WORCESTER RD.
FRAMINGHAM CENTRE, MASS.
Compliments of
FRAMINGHAM ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.
84 Hoi lis St. Framingham
Will Be At MIDDLESEX CENTRE
Autumn 1951
Compliments of
D. GARBARINO CO.
cJhe oLadies' (Hat Shop
-4 MILLINERY }>-
72 UNION AVE. FRAMINGHAM
VILLAGE BEAUTY NOOK
1010 WORCESTER ROAD
FRAMINGHAM CENTER, MASS.
THE WARDROBE, INC.
"1 HOLLIS STREET
FRAMINGHAM, MASS.
&ob excellence.,.
in design
craftsmanship
ana quality
RINGS
PINS
MEDALS
CHARMS
CUPS
PLAQUES
TROPHIES
JEWELERS FOR YOUR CLASS RINGS
MANUF AC TUIING itwtitn
D I E G E S HB C L U ST
IEW TORI • 73 TIEMONT ST.. BOSTON S. MASS. • PROVIDENCE
Compliments of the
Mus.cal Qlub
GOOD\OW & WOOD
INSURANCE AGENCY
REAL ESTATE
INSURANCE
FRAMINGHAM, MASSACHUSETTS
Compliments of
J. C. NELSON CO.
BARRON'S CANDIES
76 UNION AVENUE
FRAMINGHAM, MASS.
Ken's Steak House
95 WORCESTER TURNPIKE
Delicious Steaks


Compliments of
BEATTIE S, McGUIRE, Inc.
Silks - Woolens - Domestic Hosiery
29 TEMPLE PLACE
BOSTON MASSACHUSETTS
Liberty 2-5753
ST. GEORGE THEATER
CONCORD STREET
FRAMINGHAM
TRAVIS DRUG STORE
School Supplies—Gifts—Cosmetics
FRAMINGHAM CENTER
COMPLIMENTS OF
Jrawnykam
Craft Center
Compliments of
FRAMINGHAM
COOPERATIVE BANK
LADIES' HAT FRAMES
SEW AND SAVE
Largest Assortment of Imported and Domestic
Feathers, Flowers, Veilings, Untrimmed Shapes,
Millinery Fabrics, Ribbons, etc.
BRIDAL ACCESSORIES
Tulle, Nets, Tiaras, Wire Frames, Orange
Blossoms, Lily of the Valley, Ostrich Tips.
S. fit E. NOVELTY ED., Inc.
76 CHAUNCY ST. BOSTON
THE NEW YORK STORE
107 CONCORD STREET
FRAMINGHAM
Compliments of
CALDWELL'S
DIRECT SALES
Fabrics
32 UNION AVE. FRAMINGHAM
HOLLIS THEATER
47 HOLLIS STREET
FRAMINGHAM
PERLMUTTER BROS.
Value-First Clothes
246 WAVERLY ST., FRAMINGHAM
Compliments of
MR. FARLEY
BEST WISHES IN THE FUTURE CLASS OF 1954
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